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ABSTRACT 
This thesis involves the construction and testing ofa Slip Energy Recovery 
System (SERS). The principle component of the SERS is a wound rolor induction 
machine which allows for extraction ofsiip power from the rotor which in tum provides a 
means of speed control. Induction machines nurmally operate at a cunstant speed, but 
SERS offers a method ofspccd control which increases efficiency by returning the slip 
power back to the system 
In this research effort, various tests required to analyze speed range, signal 
waveforms and power flow were conducted. Additionally. an analog and a 
microprocessor-based control scheme were implemented tor speed contro l. A number of 
studies are presented to validate and contrast the proposed circuits. 
The system data cullectcd during validation studies are compared against [hI: 
theoretical operation ofthc SERS. After construction, alternative topologies arc 
investigated in order to assess the configuration that provides an optimal speed range A 
baseline was established and it is shown that the location of the transfonner in the SERS 
has a significant influence on the speed range 
Results from furthcr testing of the ba~e1ine configuration revealed that in regards 
to wavefonns ,md power flow, the Sys1eill responded a~ expected 
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T. INTRODUCTION 
The induction motor is widely used in industry and in Department of Ddi::nse 
applications as either a constant sp;::ed or variable speed device. In recent years, 
applications for variable speed indU(;tiun mOlors have im:rcased. Ch~mging the speed of 
an induction motur is achieved in two ways: by changing the synchronous speed oflhe 
rotating magnctomolive force (nunf) of the stator or by changing the slip 
The tirst way to implement spced control is to change the mmf, whi(;h involves 
changing the number of poles uflhe machine or varying the input line frequency. The 
second way to implement speed control is to change the slip which involves varying the 
line voltage input or the rotor resistance. An indirect method of varying rotor resistance 
is called electromagnetic force (emf) slip injection and the slip em:rgy recovery system 
(SERS ) falls under this category. A SERS offers an indirect way to control rotor voltage 
rhus, slip and rotor speed is controlled. This research effort focuses on the development 
and analysis of a SERS and the implementation of two speed control approaches 
The SERS requires a double-fed wOlUld rotor induction machine. Access to the 
windings in the rotor is essential to extract the slip power from the rotor. Also required 
are a transformer, diode bridge rec tifier, inductor and thyristor inverter bridge ['hese 
components work in conjunction to faml the SERS . 
[he main advantage of the SERS is the lower rated power electronics in the rotor 
control scheme as compared to a similar stator voltage control scheme. An additional 
advantage is that rotor slip power is returned to the system and efficiency is improved 
COnlllOn applications of the SERS include fan and pump drive systems when: the spet:d 
control range is narrow and the torque rcquircmcnts aTe high (Stemmler, 1994) 
The goals of this thesis include 
1. building and validating thc operation of a SERS using equipment common to 
the Powt:r Systems Laboratory, 
2 investigating alternative topologit:s for range of speed control, 
3. identifying power flow and efficiency for various operating conditions, 
4. dcveloping an :"lnalog control for automatically changing rotor speed, :"lnd 
implementing an equivalent digital control using thc dSPACE dcvelopment 
tools and microprocessor chip (dSPACE, 1993) 
Previous rescarch efforts into the SERS include the application of fuzzy logic 
techniques to improve the perfonnance of a SERS (Borges da Silva, et a1. 1992). the usc 
ofa step-down chopper control scheme (Refoufi, et al. 1993), the control of power factor 
(Smith, et al. 1990), the analysis of start-up transients (Akpinar, et al. 1992) and transfer 
functions schemes (Miles, et al. 1979). 
This thesis is organized in the following mallllcr A system overview is offered in 
Chapt<:r 11. In Chapter Ill, component and systems t:quations are dcvt:loped. Induction 
machine equations an: outlined in Chaptcr IV. In Chapter V, preliminary hardware 
schemes are investigated prior to ful! SERS impiement:"ltion. Also, in Chapter V, 
alternative topologies are compared for dctennining the configuration that yields thc 
optimum range of rotor speeds. Wavcfonns and power flow throughout tht: system are 
discussed in Chapter VI. Chapter vn contains information concerning thc analysis and 
comparison of the two types of controllers implemcnted, analog and dSPACE. Detailed 
information on the operation of dSPACE is found in Chapter VTIJ Conclusions as well 
as fullue research avenues are detailed in Chaptcr IX. 
II. SLIP ENERGY RECOVERY SYSTEM 
A. INTRODUCnON 
The slip energy recovery system (SERS) is designed to harness the slip power that 
is normally dissipated on the rotor of a wOlUld-rotor induction machine. The SERS 
consists of a wound-rotor induction motor, a diode rectifier connected to the rotor 
windings via slip rings, a direct current (dc) link. a phase-controlled fixed-frequency 
inverler and frequently a transformer intcrcOilllcc ting the invcT1cf bridge to the stator 
alternating current (ae) supply. 
R. SYSn:M OVlU{VIEW 
In this chapter the individual compont:nts ora SIRS, illustrated in Figure 2. 1, are 
described, and their functions in the circuit are explained. Speed control is typically 
achieved in induction machines by either controlling the stator voltages or by adjusting 
the rotor resistanees_ In the first case, stator voltagt: control, tht: converter must be rated 
for the full rated voltagt: orthe machint:. Sin!.:e the wst uf a cunverter is proportionallu 
the power rating, the converter in a largt: hursepowt:r ek!.:tri!.: drive may represent a large 
portion or the overal l cost. In the latter case, rotor rt:sistanct: !.:unlrul, the efficiency of 
the drive is significantly reduced as larger valut:s ofrt:sistanct: art: employed on the rotor. 
Consideri ng the limitations of these two options for speed control, an altemmive 
method is ofTered by the SERS. Through control of the firing flngle ofthe inverter, the 
rotor back emf voltages are automatically adjusted. This allows for Mntrol uftht: slip 
power which is transmitted across the air gap . Instead of wasting this power in external 
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figure 2.1 Slip Energy Recovery System 
In a steady-state condition, the voltage on the dc-side of the rect ifier must be 
balanced by the voltage on the dc-side of the inverter. Th is condition must hold in order 
for there to be zero voltage across the inductor and no changc in the inductor current. 
rhe large inductance in the dc link helps keep the link. current constant. By controll ing 
the firing angle of the inverter, the dc-side inverter voltage is changed, and subsequently, 
the rectifier de voltage is automatically adjusted. The rotor back emf voltages are 
proportional to the dc-side rectifier voltage. The mnplitudes of the rotor voltages are 
large at zero speed (start up) and get smaller as synchronous speed is approachcd. Thus, 
speed control is achieved by directly intlucneing the ampLitudl: of rotor voltages. Ifthl: 
range of speed control is kept hetween 70-1 00 % of synchronous speed, then the 
associated rotor voltages are relatively low. As a consequence, the ratings on the 
converters will be smallcr than drives employing stator voltage control. For large 
horsepower drivcs, this translatl:s into a kss expensive power convertl:r amI a less 
expensive drive 
The SERS is eotnrrlonly used in variable speed pump and fall applications Whl:Te 
the range of speed control is narrow and adequate braking is provided by the medium 
used. It will he shown that regenerative braking is not normally avai lable in a SERS. 
Other typical uses ofthc SERS include large horsepower applications where the gains in 
efficiency providc significant economic return. 
C. SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
Tn this section, the follow ing components are discussed in the following order; 
WOWld-Rotor Induction Motor. Diode Bridge, dc Link, Three-Phase Invl:rter, Firing 
Angk Control, and Transformer. 
L \\found-Rotor Induction Motor 
The induction machine is commonly used in industry to convert electrical power 
into mcchanical work. The SERS I:mploys a wound-rotor type induction machine vice a 
squirrel-cage type induction machine due to the n:quin:d aCl,;essibility ofthe ro tor 
windings. Wound-rotor tYPI: induction machines have access to the rotor windings via 
slip rings facilitating the injection of voltages and tIll;:: recovcl)' of slip power. The rotor 
windings of squirrel-cage induction machines me made of cast iron and me simple mld 
inexpensive to build, but these windings cannot be made accessible to the outside 
cnvirorunent. Additionally, the induction motor used in this research effort was 
constructed 50 that the rotor winding connections are conveniently located on the front 
faceplate ofthc machine panel and are easily connected to the rest of the SERS. 
The principle by which the induction motor operates is explained as follows At 
no load, the rotor nms at synchronous speed, and no voltages are induced in the rotor. 
\\'hen a load is applied, the rotor slows so that there is a relative difference in speed (slip) 
between the stator magnetomotive force and the rotor windings. Voltages are induced in 
the rotor circuits causing currents to Oow, and a rotor mmfis produced. The interaction 
between this rotor mmfand the stator mmfrcsults in an electromagnetic torque which 
balanccs the applied load torque 
2. Diode Bridge 
The purpose of the diode bridge is to act as an uncontrolled 3-phase rectifier rhe 
rotor voltages are converted from ac rotor voltages to dc voltage. The voltage on the de-
side of the rectifier is indirectly controlled by varying the firing angle of the inverter. By 
virtuc of the fact that the inductor current in the dc liok is constant in thc skady-state, the 
rectificr dc-side voltage is forced to track the inverter dc-side voltage. By controlling the 
inverter de voltage via the firing angle, the dc voltage across the rectifier is also 
controlled. 
3. DC Link 
The dc link is comprised of a filter inductor. The purposes oflhe filter inductor 
are 10 maintain constant link currem and to minimize current ripple delivercd to the 
inverter. Since the link inductor is typically very large, a significant resistance is also 
associated with the coil. As a result, it is generally required tn model the link by an 
inductor in series with a resistor. In the steady state, the voltage drop across the 
resistance leads to the dc-side inverter voltage being slightly less than the dc-side rectifier 
voltage. 
4. Three-Phase Inverter 
Connected between the dc link and the stator line is the 3-phase inverter which 
consists of three pairs of thyristors and the associated snubber circuitry. The inverter 
COllverts the dc link current into ae current which is then delivered to the ac mains. The 
inverter is line-commutated by the ae source volwges. The dc-side volwge or the invcrter 
can be controlled hy delaying the gating signals to the thyristors from the points of 
natural enmmutation. It will be shown later that by changing the firing angle. the average 
voltage across the thyristor hridge will change, and subsequemly, the voltage across the 
diode bridge will ehange which causes the rotor injection voltage to change. Finally, 
since the rotor voltage amplitude is proportional to the difference in synchronous speed 
and rolOr speed, the speed of the motor will change 
5. Firing Angle Control 
In the lahoratory implementation orthe SERS for this research etrort, the power 
thyristors arc gated by electronic pulses (0-5 Volt dc) from the thyristor firing (;ontrol 
unil. Physically, an electrical cahle containing nine signal wires connects the firing lmit 
to the thyristor module which contains six thyristors with associated snubber circuitry 
Signals that are transmitted includl>:: six thyristor gate signals, one synchronization 
signal, and two common signals. Referring to Fig 2. 1, thl>: thyristors are labeled in the 
order of conduction (gating) trom 1 to 6 
The ruing of each thyristor is critical Each thyristor is fired in coordination with 
the synchronizing input of its rcspective phase. Two synchronizing inputs from the 
source are cOlmeeted to the thyristor control unit whcrc the gating signals are originated 
These inputs provide the coordination needed to ensure properly timed firing of each 
thyristor. For proper operation, {hI>: thyristor control unit should have CIjI and B~ SOUrce 
voltages cormccted to syncbronizing inputs one and two, respectively , both angle control 
buttons should be in the out position, and the gate control mode button should be in the 
31j1 position 
For an individual phase, the time delay relationship between the zero crossing of 
the synchronizing signal and the gated signal is denoted as la. For a 60 Hz source, this 
time delay relationship can be translated into a degree relationship expressed as 
"; -'"-360" 
16. 67ms 
where u is the firing angle and ta is the time delay between the synchronizing n~ro 
crossing and thyristor gating pulse_ This typl>: officing or commutation is called line 
(2. 1) 
commutation, where the line voltages are used to automatically tum the thyristors off. 
Changing the firing anglc, 0, (;hangcs the time in whi(;h the respective thyristor 
fires in relation to the associated line voltage zero crossing. Also as a changes, the 
average voltage across the thyristor hridge changes. Firing angle or a control is achieved 
by varying a dc voltage kvd input on the thyristor control unit panel. Taking the dc level 
to its ma.ximum value (+10 volts) corresponds to 180 degrees of delay, while the 
minimum value (-10 volts) corresponds to 0 degrees of delay. This 0 control signal is 
scnt to internal circuitry in the thyristor control unit where six thyristor pulse signals are 
synchronized with the line frequency. Then, these accurately timed signals are sent to the 
thyristor module via onc cord as previously mentioned 
Firing angle control allows the user to change the average voltage level across the 
thyristor hridge by changing the timing relationship bctween the synchronizing signal 
zero crossing and the gate signal firing. 
In subsequent chapters, it is important to note that equ~tions have been developed 
wilh 0 rcfcrenced to the crossover points of the line voltages instead of the zero crossing 
of the line voltage which is what the thyristor firing control unit uses a~ a reference. This 
causes a 60° shift in the relationship of the alphas which is expres~ed as 
ao+6if==a (2.2) 
where 0 0 is the alpha for the equations and 0 is the value displayed on the thyristor firing 
controlnnit. 
In Chapter III, specific equations are developed for the SERS u~~d in this research 
effon using 0 0 , In Chapters V - VIT, studies are conducted on the SERS and r~fercnced 
to the a displayed on th~ th}Tistor firing control unit 
n. Transformer 
As sho\\'Il. in Figure 2.1, a transfonner is usually located between the inverter and 
the ac mains. In choosing the optimum value ofthe turns rat io, the power factor and the 
operational speed range ofthc SERS are maximizcd A detailed dl;.':scription of this 
optimization is provided in subsequent chapters 
In this research effort, the transfonner was plaeed between the rotor and the diodc 
bridge with a 1:2 turns ratio as shown in Figure 2.2. The reason for this location and ratio 
is to boost the rotor voltage output in order to ensure diode commutation. This rationalt: 
is explaincd furthcr in subsequent chapters. The location and turns ratio of the 
transfonner significantly impacts the pl;.':rfommnce of the system with regard to the powcr 
[actor and range of speed control 
D. BASIC SI'EED CONTROL USING THE ROTOR CIRCUITRY 
In this section, thl;.': following topics are discussed: Rotor Rl;.':sistam;e Control, 
Diodc Bridge with Variable Load Resistance, and the Integrated System 
1, Rotor Resistance Control 
In the initial phase of developing the SERS, speed control of the induction 
machine was investigated by varying the resistance ofthe rotor as depicted in Figure 2.3 
By increasing (decreasing) the resistance of the rotor, the speed of the motor is decreased 
(increased). Thus, for wound-rotor induction machines, changing the resistance on the 
rotor is one way to change the speed oflhe machine. The attractive fcatur~ oflhis means 
of speed control is that the additional rotor resistance can he placed away from thc 
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~ if~l f:fG~ Slip Power 
Figure 2.2 Modified SERS 
Thi~ method of ~peed control is not very efficient ~nd thus is uscd primarily in 
applications where simpl icity is more impoJ1anl than efficiency. 
ac,uPPly3 pf---:S 
'. 
Figure 2.3 Variable Rotor Resistance Sehcmc 
I I 
2. Diode Bridge with Variable Load Resistance 
Before implem enting thl: entirl: SERS, a diode hridge with variable load 
resistance schl:me was configured as shov.n in Figure 2.4. As the load n:sistance is 
increased for a given load torque, more slip power is extracted from the rotor and the 
speed of the motor decre<lses. Conversely, <IS the load resistance is decreased for a given 
load torque, the equivalent rotor resistance is decreased, less power is extracted from the 
rotor, and the speed of the motor increases. tn Ihis scheme. speed control is achieved, but 
the approach is inherently inefficient due 10 the waste of slip power in the external 
resistance. Unlike the variable load resistance schemes, the SERS will improve 
effieiency while still realizing an appropriate range of speed control 
lIL 
S],p l'oVoler 
Figure 2.4 Diode Bridge with Variable Resistam.:1: 
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3. Integrated System 
The SERS investigated in detail in this research effurt is illustrated in Figure 2,2 
The efficiency of a wound-rotor induction machine drive is improved by extracting slip 
power off of the rotor, rectifying it, inverting it and then, sending it back to the system. 
As a result, the efficiency uflhe overall system is improved. 
Speed control is achieved by controlling the counter-emf injection into the rotor 
This process starts by varying the firing angle uf the thyristors. At a = I sao, the averagl: 
value of VI is a maximum, and as a decreases, the average value of V J decreases 
correspondingly. The average value of VI can be viewed as an injected emf opposing the 
rec tified rotor voltage. In this example, as VI decreases, the injection emf opposing the 
rectified rotor voltage decreases, current begins to flow in the link implying current flows 
in the rotor windings. With rotor current flowing, a torque is pruduccd and the machine 
accelerates. As Un:: motor speed increases, the relative speed between the stator mmf and 
the rotor decreases, and the rotor induced emf decreases. Steady state is achieved when 
the decrease in dc-s ide rectifier voltage matches the decrease in the dc-side inverter 
voltage and the appropriate link current flows to balance the applied load torque. As u 
increases, the opposite occurs: the average value of Vj increases, the link current 
decreases, rotor currents decrease, a smaller torque is produced, and motor speed 
decreases. T/ws, speed control is achieved by adjusting u. 
~. CONCLUSION 
The SERS is designed to increase the efficiency of a wound-rotor induction 
machine drive and tu implement speed control hy placing the power electronics on the 
13 
rotor-side of the machine. It improves efficiency by capturing the slip power that is 
normally dissipated on the rotor and redirecting the slip power to thc stator and source 
All this is accomplished through a diode bridge, dc link, invcrtcr and transfonner scheme 
In addition for a narrow range of specd control near synchronous speed, the SERS 
topology facilitates the application of a converter with a smaller power rat ing than that [or 
an cquivalent stator voltage contra] topology. 
14 
1II. SYSTEM EQLATlO~S 
A. INTRODlcnON 
In this chapter the equations required to model the individual components orthe 
SERS are developed. and an analy~is of how the interconnected system operates is 
presented 
n. COl\IPOXENT EQLATlOXS 
L Induction Machine 
The induction machine used in the SERS is a wound rotor, 4 pole, 3-phasc, v:ye-
connected machine. It is reasonable to assume that the stator windings are symmetrically 
wound 120° apart with each having\ , equivalent turns and a resistance OfT, The 
parameter values for the particular machine used arc detailed in ChapteT IV. Similarly, 
the rotor windings arc assumed to he symmetrically wOllnd 120~ apan v..-ith each having 
N, equivalent turns and aresistam:e ofT, figure 3.1 illustrates the assumed \\-'inding 
configuration. 
roc induction machine voltage equations may he expressed in the matrix fOInr 
= r, i ahc, I P Aa, ,:r 
(3.1) 
(1.2) 
where "p" is the TTeaviside operator. 'v" denotes voltage, "i" denotes current, and "f." 




where "f' may bc "v", "i", or"}." 
Figure 3.1 Induction Machine Winding Configuration 
The sand r subscripts denote variables and parameters associated v.ith thc stator 
and rotor circuits, respectively. Thc r, and fr components arc equal dcment diagonal 
resistance matrices for the stator and rotOf. 
Taking into consideration the turns ratio, NJN" the rotor-side vollage, current and 
flux linkage can bc referred to the stator-side by the following change of variables: 
. _ .IIi, 
I"bu - N, luba 
N, 
Vuba'" N: Vulx:r 





In a magndically linear system and assuming that slot harmonics may be ignored, 
the flux linkagl;.':s rderred to the stator side can then he expressed as 
[ L, 
o (d' 0.8) 
where the submalrices arc given by 
_ [(L" : I.,J -1 L,,>-
- i L.' 1 
L, - 1 L" ... (L" + L~) - t L"" 
- i L"" - -t L.rn (L), + L" ... )_ 
(3.9) 
_ [(L""+ L~) - -{ L",. - 1 L. j 
IT - 2 L"" (L t , + L..J -tLms 
- ± L,,~ - 1: Lms (L' /, + L",,) 
(3.10) 
cos (J, 
codB, - 'e )j 
cos(8, + ¥-) 
cos Be 
(3 .11) 
cos(e, - ¥ ) 
r he angle 0, is the rotor electrical anglt: which is related to the actual rotor position by tht: 
numher of pole pairs. 
Tht: referred rotor and stator leakage inductances are given by L'I ' and L l , The 
magnetizing inductance associated with the stator is given by Lms' Also, it can he sho".'Il 
that Lm,=aL" and L' "=aL,, where a"'N/N,. The magnitude ofthe stalor to rotor mutual 
inductance is given by L" 
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An equation for the electromagnetic torque ofa P-pole machine is derived in 
Krause et al. ( 1986) and is expressed as 
(3.14) 
The torque and the speed are related by 
(3.15) 
where J is the inertia of the motor and load, T L is the applied load torque, and P is the 
number of magnetic poles for which the machine is wound. 
2, Average Value Model of Diode Rectifier 
A diode bridge is connected to the de link which auctioneers slip pov.-er back to 
the ae source and stator through the fixed-frequenc y invener. In this section, an average 
value model is presented for the diode bridge in the SERS. 
Basic asswnptions ill the analysis of the SERS indude the following · 
1 commutation in the n::ctifier is ignored, 
2. link inductor current is dc, 
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3. rotor phase current is assumed to have a 1200 current pulse shape 
where steady-state torque is produced hy the fundamental component 
only, 
4. losses in the rectificr arc ignored, 
5 the transfonner is assmTIed to he ideal, 
6. commutation overlap in the inverter is neglected 
For a six-pulse rect ifier the average dc-side voltage can be expressed as 
0.16) 
where V m is the peak ac rotor phase voltage (Dubey, 1989). 
With the previously mentioned assumptions and negleding the stator and rotor 




Vm --- (3.18) 
"" 
where V is the stator root mean square (rms) phase voltage, s is the slip, and aTi is the 
stator to rotor turns ratio 
3. DC Link Equations 
In the de link, the inductor is considered lossless; therefore, any series res istance 
is ignored. The inductor serves the purposes of maintaining a eontinuom current 
condition and minimi7.ing current ripple. The dc link connects the rectified rotor 
quantities to the inverter. which unfolds the dc quantities to produce ac quantities at line 
frequency . Previously, an equation for the average value of the dc-side diode hridge 
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voltage was shown. With the assumption ofan ideal inductor with de link current, the 
steady-state voltage drop aeross the inductor must oc zero so that 
(3.19) 
This equation is important occause it shows that in the steady-state V d which depends on 
the motor slip must balance out VI whieh will be shown to depend on the inverter firing 
angle. 
4. Average Value Modd of Thyristor Inverter 
The average value representation of the inverter voltage can be expressed as 
V, = 3-{!- V cos (X" (3 .20) 
where V is the stator nns phase voltage and au is the inverter firing delay angle. The 
development of Equation 3.20 assumes instantaneous thyristur commutation and 
continuous current conductiun. lhe angle au is referenced frum the intersection point of 
the various line-to-line source voltages. These intersection points are ternled the natural 
points of conunutation. 
Upon incorporating the effect of a transrornler betwccn the source and the 
inverter, thc inverter average voltage equation becomes 
3·./6 V 
V, "" --cosa 
11" aT2 
(3 .2\) 
where an is the turns ratio of the transfonncr (ac supply sidclinvcrter ac-side) In this 
research effort, an is one since there is no transformer bel\veen the inverter and the ae 
mains. It was relocated between the rotor windings and diode bridge. This relocation of 
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the transfonner is manifested by effectively changing the stator/rotor turns ratio of the 
machint:, all 
c. rNTEGRATED SYSTEM EQUATIONS 
J. Steady-State Analysis 
In order to establish the operation of the integrated SERS, a steady-state analysis 
is first performed. If the previous assumptions [Ire considered together with the relocation 
of the transfonner, the average voltage outpUi of the diode bridge is now expressed as 
(3.22) 
where Y m=sV because of the placement of the transformer between the rotor and the 
diode bridge renders 311=1. The stator to rotor turns ratio is 2:1 while the transformer 
turns ratio is I :2. From Equation 3.21, the average counter emf of the inverter reduces to 
(3.23) 
given that then: is no transformer between the inverter and the ae mains, implying that 
Given at no load that T.=O, Id=O and Vd"'Yt=O Equations 3.22 and 3.21 ean be 
combined to give 
2 . 34sV+2.34Veosuo = 0 (3 .24) 
Solving for the slip, 5, yields 
s = - COS flo (3 .25) 
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Slip is detined as 
(3.26) 
where P is the number of poles for the induction machine and (L),m is the actual speed of 
the rotor. For the induction machine used in the SERS where P==4, Equation 3.26 
becomes 
s == w< - 2(w,.",) (3 .27) 
Upon substituting Equation 3.27 into Equation 3.25, Wm1 can be expressed as 
(3.28) 
Eq uation 3.25 illustrates that by changing a o, the sl ip changes and thus, the steady-state 
speed is adjusted. The speed control can range from near synchronous speed to standstill 
when thc range ofao is 90_180°, respectively_ The lower range is determined by the 
inabi lity of the diode bridge to have a negative voltage drop. V.'hen a o de(;r(;ases to 90°, 
the voltag(; drop across the diode bridge voltage is zero and alpha cannot go any lower 
The uppcr range is defined hy limits on the natural commutation oflhe inverter. 
Equation 3.28 illustrates that the rotor speed is detemlined by a o and is independent of 
load torque. This fact holds since Equation 3.28 is valid as long as the dc link (;UITent is 
Torque is developed as currents are induced in the rotor \vindings. As the 
induction motor is loaded, the rotor speed uf the mutor is decrea<;ed slightly which causes 
a slight incrt:ase in slip. An increase in slip causes an inereasl: in thl: induced voltages 
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and currents. The higher the value of the rotor current f10wing the more torque output 
produced which matches the load. 
\I,.'ith small rotor resistance, thc rotor slip power or air gap power is approximately 
equal to the dc link power which is expressed as 
(3 .29) 
where sP l> is the rotor slip power. Given that 
(3.30) 
where T is the electrical torque amI upon substituting Equation 3.30 into Equation 3.29, 
the torque is found to be given by 
(3.31) 
Furthennore, upon substituting Equation 3.22 into Equation 3.31 , the developed torquc is 
given by 
T '" 3../6 V!.!!. 
n w, 
(3.32) 
which shows that it is proportional to the dc link current, 'd. The fundamental rms rotor 
(;Urrent is related to the de link current by Dubey (19!!9) as 
J6 
/, ;;;; ----;-Id (3.33) 
Thereforc, thc result ing equation relating torque and fundamental nns rotor eurrent is 
expressed as 
T == ]V /, (3.34) 
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2. Angle Control 
In this section, the effects of changing u". the inverter firing angle, are examined 
In particular, the dynamics ofa speed change afe explained. 
In the inverter operation, U o is maintained between 90° and 180°, thu~ the 
permissible slip is always positive and extends from 0 to I. This illustrates that in the 
subsynehronous region, the motor speed call be controlled by changing the firi ng angle. 
From our assumptions, the rotor current will have a 120° pseudo-rectangular 
wavcfonn with the fundamental being in pha~e with the slip frequency rotor phase 
vo ltages. For a given operating condition, Vd and VI must add to give zero. If (to 
deerea:;es, VI decreases. For a given V d, Id temlXlrarily increases and more torque is 
produced than the load requires. Rotor slx:ed increases and rotor voltages decrease. The 
diode bridge voltage, V d, decreases until it is balanced wilh VI' The link current, Id, 
settlts out to a value needed to balance the load torque. 
3. Pow('r Flow 
rhe main disadvantage of the SERS drive is its inherently low power factur It 
can, however, bc optimized In this section, power flo w, power factur and optimization 
are investigated. 
In the SERS, reactive power is drawn hy the inverter for the given range of u". In 
the openlting area 0:0 =90° to \80°, as (to decreases the amount of reactive powcr 
consumed by the machine inerea!;es (Ilildehrdndt, 1986). The smaller the angle. the 
smaller the injected emf, the lower the slip and the highcr thc mutor speed. 
For a given (to, the net power of the system, Pwt> is given by 
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(3.35) 
where P mo' is the power absorbed by the motor and P illv is the powcr retumed by the 
Tbe total rea(;tive power, QlOt' (;an he expressed as 
(3.36) 
where Qo"" and Qin. are react ive powers absorbed by the motor and inVerler, respectively. 
At low speeds, the system power factor is noticeably low. For a given low speed 
(higher U o value), the total power eonsmned is small compared to the total reactive power 
absorbed. Thus, at low speeds, the system has a poor power factor. The U o angle is high 
which yields less reactive power and delivers more real power but not enough to 
overcome the undesirable balance between real and react ive powers. For this reason, in 
order to optimize emden(;)" a o is nonnally controlled to keep the rotor speed betwl:en 
70-100% of synchronous speed which implies a o is nonnally kept at a lower value 
To achieve the highest system poWcr factor, the maximum firing angle ufthe 
inverter shuuld correspond to the lowest possible speed (Hildebrandt, 1986). This is 
nonnally achieved by making the tnmsfonnl:r turns ratio equal to the maximum s lip 
shown by the relationship 
· - - an cos Ct., 0 .37) 
where ajl is the stator to rotor turns ratio and aT2 is thl: return line transfonner ac mains to 
inverter-side turns ratiu (Hildebrandt, \986). In this research effurt, aTI and an are 
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cffl;.':ctivciy one, and solving for a o yields the maximum ang\!: limit, 180°, for optimum 
system power factor. 
D. CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, the system component equations were investigated in detail. 
System integration was developed and it was shown that speed control can be achit:ved 
by varying the inverter tiring angle. Power factor was considt:red and shown 10 be 
optimal in a nalTow speed range with proper stator and transfonner turns ratios. 
IV. SVSTEM COMPONENTS AND PARAMEn~RS 
A. INTRODUCTlOX 
The t:4.UiPffil:ll l used to implement the slip I:nergy recovery system (SERS) is 
introduced in this chapter. In particular, the parameters of components such as the 
induction machine and link inductor are identified. This information is key for 
duplicating studies as well as for developing accurate digital representations. The :I-phase 
\vound rotor induction machine has three windings roughly sinusoidally distributed about 
the stator and three windings roughly sinusoidally distributed about the rotor. If a 
balanced set of3-phase voltages arc applied to the stator, a rotating magnetic field is 
produced which induces voltages and currents in the rotor windings. "Ihc rotor voltages 
and currents also produce a magnetic field which tries to align itself with the rotating 
field produced by the stator. This is the principle by which torque is produced in the 
induction machine. 
Detennining the machine parameters is essential for proper simulation and 
analysis of the machinc. In this chapter, the results oftwo tests (no-load and locked-
rotor) are presented, machine parameters are derived, and a T-equivalent model is 
developed. Figure 4.1 illustrates the T-equivalent model and the pertincnt parameters that 
are dcrived using the no· load and locked-rotor tests 
The machine used in this research endeavor is a 4-polc, 114 horsepower machine 
with a rated nTIS line-to-line voltage of20& V, a rated rms stator current of 1.3 A, a rated 
nTIS rotor currcnt of2 A, a rated nos rotor phasc voltage of60 V, and a raled speed of 
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1500 rpm. The motor, model number 8231, is manufactured by Lab Volt. The serial 
number oflhe machine used in the Powcr Systems Lahoratory is M057872. Prior to the 
no-load test, each stator phase resistance was measured using an ohm meter. The results 
are given in Table 4.1. The average stator ft:sistanee, 11.8 Q, was then used in the 
calculations required to determine the remaining parameter values. It is well understood 
that this value may change due to heating effects in the machine. Also, it is Wlderstood 
that this method of determining the resistance does not take into accuunt the fact that ac 
currents will flow in the windings. Skin effects are considered neg] igible. 
r, 
v. L., 










Table 4.1 Stator Resistance (r,) Data 
B. "·O-LOAD TEST 
The first test perfonned was the no-load test. During this test, the induction 
machine operates at rated voltage with no load attached to the rotor. Figure 4.2 illustrates 
the connections required by the particular equipment. 
Power Supply 




Figure 4.2 No-Load and Locked-Rotor Tests Configuration 
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During the no-load test, two line-to-Iint: voltages, two phase eum:nt~ and the real 
power into the machine are measured. The results are reported in Tahle 4.2. 
Tahle 4.2 l\o-Load Data 
Also, r = 60 Hz and 
PnL ~Pl +P2-102.3 - 55.5= 46.8W 
From the line-to-line voltage, the phasr: voltagr: is obtained by 
\'ab = .J3 F~ l 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
During the no-load test, the slip is v~ry small aud the rotor hranch impedance is 
large and may be ignored, therefore, the real power into the machine is dissipated in the 
stator and core loss resistances. The power Jissipakd in the C{lf~ loss resistance is equa1 
to the real input power minus the stator copper loss as follows 
P,w •. "L = P;n."L - 3Ij~J ."L 12 " 
where l w .• L is thl: no-load phase current 
(4.3) 
Oncl: the power dissipated in the core is calculated, it is common to then asswne 
that the voltage across the magnetizing branch is the applied voltage. As a result, the core 
loss resistance is simply expressed as 
R,. = (4.4) 
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fhe machine at no load is very inductive and the input impt:dance is given by 
(4.5) 
From Equation 4.5 the sum of reactances Xm - x" is found. Using Equation 4.2 and Table 
4.2, the phase voltage, V .. , is calculated to be 117.89 volts. from Equation 4.3 and 
Tables 4.1 and 4.2, the power lost in the core is found to he P wr •. nL=25 .37 W. Using 
Equations 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, Ro is found to be 1643 ohms. Lastly wilh the data given, the 
value O[Xm+ Xls can be detennined. Using Equation 4.5, xon+xj,is calculated to be 151.1 
ohms. 
C. LOCKED-ROTOR TEST 
The iockt:rJ-rolor lest conliguration is illustrated in Figure 4.2 with the molor now 
connected to an clcctrodynamometcr via a timing belt. A maximum load is applied to thl;.': 
machine so that thc rotor remains stationary. A reduced line-to-line voltage of 
approximately 60 V ac is applied to the machine so that roughly rated stator currcnts 
flow. Upon energizing the circuit, voltagcs, currents and powers are quickly measured. 
rhe results are given in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3 Locked-Rotor Data 
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Also, f = 60 I-Iz and 
P;n,i,=P 1 +P2 '" R2.0 + 31.07 '" 1i3.07W (4.6) 
During the locked-rotor test, the slip is equal to one. Therefore, thc rotor-branch 
impedance is very small. The comparatively large parallel impedance located in the 
magnetizing branch may be ignored. Hence, real power is dissipated in the stator and 
rotor resistances. The fonowing equation applies: 
(4.7) 
where la,.J, is the locked-rotor phase current 
With f,=11.8 ohms and using Equations 4.7 and 4.6 with Table 4.3, the referred 
rotOf resistance, r/ , is found to be 14.07 ohms 
With the magnetizing impedance ignored, the input impedance is given by 
(4.8) 
Using Equation 4.8, the stun ofthe leakage reactances, X' I,+XI" is found to be 19.26 n. 
Also, ifit is asswned that X' I,=X I, then it follows that X·lr=xl,=9.63 n. Referring hack to 
the results of the no-load tcst, Xm +xb =1 5 1.1 n, the magnetizing reactance Xm is found to 
be 141.47 n. 
n. OTHER MACHI1\""E AND SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
I"he wound rotor induction machine used was a 3.phase, 4-pole machine The 
statof to rotOf turns ratio is roughly 2:1. The actual manufacturer's data supplied by 
Arsenault (1995) lists the turns ratio as 516/264. Thc inertia is listed as 0.0024 kg/m! or 
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0.0571hitl. Tbis information is important and useful in creating an ac(;uratc computer 
mod!;.':] of the induction machine. 
Table 4.4 contains pertinent information concerning the other (;omponenls used in 
the hardware impkmentation of the SERS constructl:d in this research effort 
E. CONCLUSION 
Two tests were run and the data were analyzed to der iv!;.': the parameters needed to 
characterize the induction machine in the SERS. A few sound assumptions wl;.':re made to 
simpli fy the calculations, and the results appeared reasonable as compared to nominal 
machine parameters as reported by the manufacturer, A T-equiva1ent elrcuit model was 
derived and the remaining machine parameters were obtained from the manufacturer 
The hardware used to implement the remainder of the SERS was identified together with 
the voltage and current ratings 
J1 
Cumponent Manufacturer Part # Value (s) Voltage Current 
Rating Rating 
Link Inductor Lab Volt 8325-10 0.8H, 1.5 Ade 
4.690 
(series) 
Diode Rectifier Lab Voll 8842-10 208V Each Oiode 3. 2 A nns 
Inverter Lab Volt 8841-20 208 Vae l- Each Thyristor 
I 2 A nns 
Inverter Firing Lab Volt 9030 30 o 1800 -10 tu 10 
Unit VJ, 
Firing Unit Lab Vull 8840-00 120 Vae 0.8A 
Power Supply 
Transfonner Lab Volt 8348 00 250 VA 208 Vae 1.2 A 
Limit 
Load Lab Volt 8911 0-27 120 Vae 2A 
Dynamumeter (tbf-in) 
System Power Lab Volt 8525-20 0-208 Vae 15 Aac 
Supply 0-120Vdc 25 Adc 
Table 4.4 SERS ComJXlnent Parameters 
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v. PRELI:vII"ARY HARDWARE STUDIES 
A. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter. preliminary configurations are studied prior to implementing the 
entire SERS. Following these validation studies, the end·to~end SERS is reported on 
Cpon implementing the SERS, the effect of changing the location of the tnmsfonner is 
investigated. In particular, studies are presented with the transfollller inserted between 
lhl;': rolor and diode bridge, between the inverter and source, and with no transformer at 
all. An emphasis was placed on the available speed range and current limitations of the 
devices. 
B. VARYING ROTORRESISTA:XCE 
During early testing, the system depicted by Figure 5.1 \vas constillcted and 
tested. By varying the rotor resistance, the speed of the induction motor is controlled. In 
particular, as thc rotor resistance is increased, thc rotor speed decreases. This is not an 
efficient means of controlling the induction motor since the motor efficiency is reduced at 
largcr values of slip. This reduction in efficiency is manifested in the fact that thc 
additional slip powcr is dissipatcd in the external resistors. The SERS seeks to utilize this 
slip power by auctioneering it back around to the stator and source 
C. DIODE BRJDGE WITH A VARYING LOAD RESISTANCE 
The next skp in the process of building the SERS was to incorporate a diode 
bridge and inductor between thc rotor and variable load resistor. The diode bridge 
recti.fies the voltage Hnd then passes thi~ voltage (0 the de link. The sys[l;':rn illustrated in 
y; 
Figure 5.2 was eonstmeted and tested. For a given load torque applied to the machine. as 
the load resistance decreases, the voltage drop across the load decreases, 
Figure 5.1 Variable Rotor Resistance Scheme 
- -""""""~~ 
L-----':=====t===l-~I ~. ~ 
Figure 5.2 Diode Bridge with Variable Load Resistance 
Since the voltage across the diode bridge and resistor seek to be the same .... ith the 
inductor current constant, the voltage across the diode bridge also decreasl:s. Thus, the 
injection counter emf decreases and the motor speed increases. After testing this circuit 
wldl:r various load conditions, it was sho .... 'Il that the rotor could deliver a dc voltage as 
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great as 50 volts and a de current in excess of 2 amps. This proved useful in determining 
the typt: and rating of the remaining equipment needed in the SERS 
D. Il'HEGRATED SYSTEM 
The location of the transform!;.':! in the SERS proved to be very important In this 
section, the process used to determine the optimal location of the transfonm:r in the SERS 
is explained. 
I. Transformer OD tbe Rotor-Side 
The first location examined for the transfornlcr was on the rotor-side with a ratio 
of 1 :2. The 1:2 ratio steps up the vollagcs from the rotor and conversely steps down the 
currents oul of the rotor, This configuration is illustrated in figure 5.3. 
~~-
1,------,------,1 !,.-------'~~. 
Figure 5.3 Slip Energy Recovery System 
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Testing for thi~ and subsequent configurations consisted of varying Ct (as read off 
oflhe thyristor firing control unit) from 179.3° to it lowest possible value for various load 
conditions while being careful not to exceed the current limit.1tions oflhe equipnlt:nt. 
After results were tabulated, torq ue versus speed graphs were obtained and compan:d 
Figure 5.4 shows the torque versus speed curves whil e varying a from 179.3° to 146.3° 
The different alphas with their associated symbols shown in Figure 5.4 from lett to right 
on the graph are: 179.3<> (x), 170.9 0 (*), 164.5 0 (+), 159.60 (-), 154,6° (x), 147,7° (0), 
146.30 (--). It is noted that this configuration offers a wide speed range (900 rpm) fora 
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Figure 5.4 Transfonnc r (I :2) on the Rotor-Side for Various Ct Values 
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Notice, also, that as a increases for a given torque, the speed of the rotor 
increases. This can be explained in the following way, As the firing angle, a, of the 
inverter is increased, the de voltage across the thyristor inverter decreases which causes 
the voltage across the diode bridge to decrease. Thus, the iqjcction cowlter emf decreases 
and the motor speed increases. When thl: firing angle is increased, the opposite effect 
occurs and the motor speed decreases. The limiting clement in this circuit is the rotor 
current limitation of2 amps which was n::achcd when the load torque was increased to 7 
or 8 !bf~in 
This circuit was also tested with the transfonner ratio increased to 1:3.5. It was 
theorized that by increasing the transfonner turns ratio, the injection counter cmf(onto 
the rotor) for a givcn alpha and load would be smaller than that of the previous case. 
rhus, higher speeds would occur. Figure 5.5 shows a comparison of the 1:2 (x) and 1 :3 .5 
(*) circuits for alphaang1es from left to right: 179.3°, 159.6" and 147.7". ~otice that in 
!;.":very case the I :3.5 curves yield higher spccds for a given load and alpha. Also, notic!;.": 
that as u. approaches 146.3°, the speed gap between the two cases is smalk'f. 
2. Transformer on the Inverter-Side 
The second location examined for the transformer was on the inverter-side with a 
ratio of 1 :2 . Figure 2.1 illustrates the configuration. Figure 5.6 shows a oomparison 
between rotor and inverter-side locations for a transformer with a turns ratio of J :2 for 
various alphas and torques. For a given alpha, as the load changes, the corresponding 
speed is lower for the configuration on the inverter-side as opposed to the rotor-side. 
That is, for a given alpha and load, the voltage across the diode hridge for the case with 
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the transfonner on the inverter-side must he less than the voltage across the diode bridge 
with the transfonner on the rotor-side. Thus, it follows that the speed will be less tor the 
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Figure 5.5 Transfonner Rotor-Side ( I :2) (x) and (1:3.5) (*) for (I-r) a '" 179.3 ", 159.6'" 
and 147.7°. 
3. No Transformer 
Lastly, the case with no transformer in the circuit was examined. A comparison 
hetween no transfonner (*) and rotor-side transfonner (I :2) (x) was investigated, and the 
results arc shown in Figure 5.7. In Figure 5.7. the alpha angles considered afe fro m left 
to right: 170.9°, 164.5", 159.6°, 154.0" and 147.7°. lfthe motor application requires a 
large range of speed control, then the nO-lransfonner configuration appears to be the most 
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Figure 5.6 Transfomler (1 :2) on Rotor-Side (x) versus Inverter-Side (*) for (I-f) a = 
179.3°,159.6° and 147.7°. 
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Figure 5.7 Transformer Rotor-Side (1 :2) (x) and No-Transform!;:f (*) for (1-r) u = 
170.9°,164.5",159.6°, 154.0v ,and 147.r . 
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E. CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, preliminary schemes were tested prior to the full implemcntlltion 
of the SERS. A baseline oonfiguration was established. By changing thc location and 
turns ratio of the transformer, comparisons were made between the baseline and other 
configurations utilizing torque versus speed curves. Because of its wide operating range, 
the transformer (1 :2) on the rotor-side was selected for further test ing and control 
synthesis. 
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VI. WAVEFORM, POWER FLOW AND EFFICIENCY STUDIES 
A. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, a particular location for the transformer is considered and a set of 
~tudies arc presented illustrating \ht': operation ufthe SERS. Fur a variety of alpha angles 
and loads, waveforms are analyzed, efficiencies are calculated ami discrepancies with the 
ChapteT TIT analysis are discussed Finally, conclusions are drawn about power factor and 
dficiency from the gathered data. 
Several alternative configurations oflhe SERS were investigated and reported on 
in Chapter V _ In reviewing the data collected, it was decided to investigate in detail the 
cunfiguratlon that included the transformer on the rotor-side with a 1:2 turns ratio. The 
transformer effectively provides a boost in rotor voltage which results in a larger diode 
bridge voltage for a given rotor speed. As a consequence, a larger range of speed control 
was obtained for the admissible range of thyristor firing control unit angles. 
B. WAVEFORMS 
In this section, wavefamls fa r the configuration illustrated in Figure 5.3 are 
presented and discussed. The transfonner has a tums ratio of 1 :2. The system is 
investigated during steady-state operation at a variety offiring angles and load torque 
conditions. Signal wavefanns al key loc<llians in the SERS are plotted and l:antraslcd for 
the different operating conditions. First, <I no-load coodjjjan is investigated with alpha set 
at 179.3° and 159.6°. Subsequently, a 4 lbf-in load is wnsidered tor the same alpha 
angles 
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The following signal waveforms from Figure 5J were monitored: rotor voltage 
(Vit-line-to-line) and current (lR), transformer voltage (VT) and current (IT) on the diode 
bridge side and, voltage across the diode bridge (V d), de link current (ld), voltage across 
the inverter (V[), source phase voltage (Vs) and (;Urrent (Is) and feedback current returned 
to the system (TRET) 
I. No-Load Condition 
The system was configured as shown in Figure 5.3 with the transformer having a 
turns ratio of 1:2 and no load applied. With a=179.)<', the system was slowly energized 
by gradually raising the power supply voltage. This study will be referred to as case I. 
The rotor speed increased and steadied out at 820 rpm. 
Wavefonns for the above conditions are shown in Figures 6.1 through G.7. Figure 
6.1 shows the rotor voltage and current waveforms. Note that the frequency of these 
waveforms is 33 Hz which corresponds to slip frequency . Note also that the fundamental 
components of these waveforms arc not in phase repudiating the assumption that rotor 
leakage inductance is negligible. Sinusoidal waveshapes arc expected for the voltages 
because oflhe nature of the induction machine. The rotor currents arc the classical 1200 
waveshapcs anticipated from a six-pulse convertt:r. The superimposed tipple results from 
the fact that the de link current is not constant. Note that the peak values are 
approximately 70 volts for the rotor voltage and OJ amps for the rotor current. 
Upon leaving the rotor, the signals go through a step-up transformer which boosts 
the voltage value by a factor of two and reduces the current by the same factor. Figure 
6.2 illustrates the IfallSformer action. The line-to-line voltage leaving the 
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Figure 6_1 Rotor Voltage, V~ (SOV/div) 
and Rotor Current, JR (0.2Ndiv) vs 
Time (Smsldiv), ct=179 3", TL",O Ibf-in 
Figure 6.3 Diode Bridge Voltage, V. 
(SOV/div) vs. Time ( J msldiv), ct"'1 79 3", 
f L=O Ibf-in 
Figure 6 2 Transformer Voltage, VT 
(SOV/div) and Transformer Current, IT 
(0 2Ndiv) vs Time (Smsldiv), a = 179 }O, 
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TL=Olbf-in 
Figure 6 4 DC Link Current, I. 
(0 lNdiv) vs Time (Imsldiv), ct=1793", 
TL=O Ibf-in 
Figure 65 Invcner Voltage. VI 
(lOOV/div) vs Time (lm!'Jdiv), 
a = 1793", TL=Olbf~ in 
Figure 6.6 Source Phase Voltage, V. 
(lOOV/div) v~ . Time (5ms/div), 
u=179.3°, TL=O Ibf- in 
Figure 6.7 Rcturn CurrCn!, IRXT 
(0. lAidiv) and Source Phase Current, Is 
(I A1div) vs Time (5ms/div); u "= 179.3°, 
Tl=O Ibf-in 
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Iransfomlcr is appro1(imately 150 vo lts peak and the current is 0.16 amps peak . The 
diode hridge rectifies the sinusoidal voltage waveform provided by the transformer 
(shown in Figure 6.3). The average voltage across the diode bridge (V d) is about 130 
volts. 
The de link current, i d, is illustrated in Figure 6.4. Ideally, this wavdonn should 
be a flat de value, but in Figure 6.4, some ripple is clearly present. The de link current 
has a peak value of 0.14 amps. The peak-to-peak ripple is 0.1 amps and occurs at a 
frequency of 360 Hz, six times the line frequency. 
With the system operating at u=179.3°, the average voltage across the inverter is 
at its maximum value. The VI waveform, shown in Figure 6.5, ranges from zero volts to 
240 volts with a mean value ofapproximatdy 130 volts. This is expected since VI and 
V d must balance as discussed in Chapter III. The frequency of the invener ripple voltage 
is 360 Hz, consistent with a six-pulse converter connected to a 60 Hz source. The stator 
phase voltage and current along with current returned to the system are illustrated in 
Figures 6.6 and 6.7. The source phase voltage (I-n), shown in Figure 6.6, is sinusoidal 
wi thout much distortion and has a peak amplitude of 150 volts. The source pha~e 
currents arc slightly distoned from the pscudo-rectangular current waveforms delivcred 
by the six-pulse convener. The source current amplitude is approximately 1.2 amps. The 
return curren! waveshape, lRET, is depicted in Figure 6.7 and appears as an unfolded 
version of 'd. It is unfolded by the invener, so considering the two currcnts, the return 
current waveshape is ant icipated. Its peak value is 0.13 amps. 
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Still considering no-load operation, alpha was next changed to 159.(jO, This study 
wiB be referred to as case 2. Wavcfonns for this case are given in Figures 6.8 through 
6.14. At this alpha, the steady-state motor speed has increased to 1380 rpm. Since the 
rotor is running closer to synchronous speed, the induced rotor voltages must have a 
lower amplitude than in the previous case. As shown in Figure 6.8, the rotor voltage is 
noticeably lower and the rotor current amplitude is ahout the same as in the previous case. 
The VII. peak is about 35 volts with the frequency being about 13 Hz (sl ip frequency). 
Figure 6.9 illustrates the signal waveshapes between the transfonner and diode bridge. 
Figure 6.10 shows the voltage across the diode bridge which has a peak value of 
70 volts while the average value is on the order of 50 volts. With alpha decreasing from 
the previous point, the averagc voltage across the inverter must decrease and balance out 
the lower diode bridge avemge voltage. The de link current may be viewed in Figure 
6.11. The link current has a slightly smaller peak value than in the previous case with the 
frequency of the ripplc current maintained at 360 Hz 
r he inverter voltage is shown in Figure 6.12. By decreasing alpha, the average 
voltage across the inverter is made smaller. The voltage values range from -80 volts to 
180 volts. With the waveshape being nearly triangular, the average value is estimated at 
50 volts. As anticipated, tltis value coincides closely with the average value out oflhe 
diode bridge. 
Figures 6.13 and 6.14 illustrate insignificant changes in the source voltage, source 




Diode nridgl;.': Voltage, Vo 
Time (I msidiv), a=159 6", (0 
r L=O lbf-in 
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Figure 612 Invener Voltage, V! 
(IOOV/div) vs Time (imsldiv), 
0.= \59 6~, T L=O Ibf-in 
Figure 6. \3 Source Phase Voltage, Vs 
(IOOV/div) vs. Time (5msldiv), 
0.'= 1596°, TL'=O Ibf-in 
Figure 6.14 Return Current. iRU 
(0 lAidiv) and Source Phase Current, Is 
(IAidiv) vs. Time (Srnsldiv), 0.= 159 6°, 
fL=O Ibf-in 
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rcturn current always has two humps for a given halfcyc1c. When Ihe system is loaded, 
these wavefomls wili, however, change appreciably 
2. Loaded Condition 
Having viewed waveforms for two different alpha angles for a no-load condition, 
the next step is to view the ~ame wavcfoffilS with the same a lpha angles hut with a load 
attached. When a load is attached to an induction machine, larger rotor currents flow to 
produce the torque necessal)" to drive the load. As discussed in Chapter III, the rotor 
current is proponionai to the link current. Thus, as rotor current increases, the de link 
current must increase. If the link current is higher, then, the return current must be higher 
aJso. 
With the system operating in stcfldy state and u = 179.3°, a 4 Ibf-in load is applied 
to the rotor through a dynamometer and he lt arrangement. This study will he referred to 
as case 3. The speed of the machine slows to a steady value of620 rpm. The waveforms 
for this case are shown in Figures 6. 15 through 6.21. 
When compared with the 0:=179.3° and the no- load case, case I , the waveforms 
captured show results as expected. The difference hetween the current values is very 
noticeahle. For example, Figure 6. 15 shows IR at a peak value of L I amps as compared 
to the case I peak rotor current value of 0.3 amps. This increase in current is reflected 
throughout thc system and is seen by increases in link and returned currents in Figures 
6.18 and 6.21, respectively. In particular, they increase to peak values of 0.4 and 0.6 
amps. An increase in the distortion of the source phase current is clearly evident in 
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figu re 6.1 7 Diode Bridge Voltage, V. 
(50V/div) vs. T ime (l ms/div); a "- 1793°, 
TL=4 tbf-in 
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Figure 6 .16 Transformer Voltage, VT 
(50V/div) and Transformer Current, h 
(lNdiv) v~ , Time (5ms.ldiv), a =' 179f, 
TL=4 lbf- in 
DC Li nk Current, I.. 
Time (lms.ldiv), a=179 3", 
rL =4 tbf- in 
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Figure 6.21. This i~ due to !mnnonics being introduced into thc system by the larger 
When compared with case 1, voltage values in case 3 are similar beeallslo: the 
inverter via the firing angle will uniquely dictate these levels (except for the stator source 
Voltage). Also, a comparison at differcnlload conditions shows that the source 
eommutaling inductance doe~ nOI appear to play an observable role in the system or does 
not impact the average value of the inverter voltage. 
The fourth and final case has 0:=159.6" and a 4lbf-in load attached to the rotor. 
The machine speed slows from the no-load speed of 1380 rpm and ~teadie~ out at 1220 
rpm. Wavefonns for this case arc illu~trated in Figures 6.22 through 6.28 
As in the previous case, the rotor current is noticeably higher than that observed in 
case 2 with the same alpha angle and no load. This increase, again, is reflected 
throughout the system. The peak values of rotor, link and rlo:tum current~ arc 1.0, 0.45, 
and 0.6 amps, resplo:Ctivlo: ly. These arc shown in Figures 6.22, 6.25 and 6.26. In Figure 
6.28, the source current appears to be mort: distorted than in the previou~ case. This 
makes sense since more reactive power is being absorbed hy the inverter when alpha is at 
a lower value. This holds because the power factor angle at u;179.3° is roughly _60.7" 
while the power factor angle at 0::}59.6 0 is roughly -8004 0. Since the reactive power 
varies as the sine of Ihe power factor angle, reactive power absorbed by the inverter 
increases with decreases in 0. 
Comparison of the voltage levels found in case 4 and case 2 indica\!: that they are 
very similar. Figures 6.8 and 6.22 show the rotor voltage and both illustrate peak values 
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Figure 6.22 Rotor Voltage, VR (20Vldiv) 
and Rotor Current, J ~ (I Aldiv) vs Time 
(IOmsJdiv); u= 159.6°, TL=4 [bf-in 
Figure 6 .24 Diode Bridge Voltage, V. 
(50V/div) vs. Time (J ms/div), u=1 59 6°, 
Tt =41bf-in 
S5 
Figun: 6 23 Transformer Voltage, V1 
(SOVldiv) and Transformer Current , If 
(I Aldiv) vs T ime ([Omsldiv), u= [ S9 6°, 
TL=4Ibf-i ll 
Figure 6 .25 DC Link Current, I. 
(0 2A1div) vs Time (lmsldiv): (("' 1596°, 
TL=4 Ibf-11l 
Figure 6 26 Inverter Voltage, V, 




; / " ' 
, \ 
Figure 6,27 Source Phase Voltage, Vs 
(IOOV/div) vs Time (SlIls/div), 
0 = 1 S9,(;o, TL=4 Ibf- in 
1 j i 
'1 
\ 
Figurc6.28 Ret urnCurrctlt, JR£T 
(1 Ndiv) and Source Phase Current, I. 
(tNdiv) vs. Time (Smsldiv): a= I S9.6", 
TL=4Ibf-izl 
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oD5 to 40 volts. Figur~s 6.10 and 6.24 show the diod~ bridge peak voltage at 70 volts 
Figures 6.12 and 6.26 show the inverter peak voltage at roughly the sam~ value. Lastly, 
FigufCs 6.!3 and 6.27 display the source phase voltages which appear identical 
·While CUITent levels betwcen cas~ 3 and case 4 are not very different, the rotor-
side and link-side voltage levels are noticeably different just as in thl;.": comparison of cases 




As stat~d in Chapt.t:r Ill, the efficienc), observed for the SERS is milch lower than 
that anticipat.t:d though additional studies at higher load torques may indicate substantial 
improvement. Th~ low power factor observed in th~ SERS is expl;.":ct.t:d. fn this section, 
the power factor fur the configuratiun shown in Figure 5.3 for the conditions discuss~d in 
the pr~vious section and two additional conditions are investigated. Data are presentl;.":d 
and calculations are documented to detennine the power flow and the power faclor for 
the system, invl;.":rter and motor. Conclusions ar~ drawn from thl;.": calculations and 
prentlses introduced in Chapter III. 
2. Calculations 
Tbc chree different power factors considered are Pf,)." Pf"w and Pfrnotor . Puw~r 
factor, Pf, can be expressed as 
Pf "" Real Power (P) 
Appan:nt Power (S) 
(6 .1) 
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rhe two watt meter methud was used to arrive at the total 3-phase real puwer 
delivered by the source, P"" and returned by the inverter, Pin,- Knowing t\\'o of the three 
powers at the junction, the third, real power into the motor, P moto" can be deduced from 
(62) 
This illustrates where the improvement in SERS eftieieney is obtained . Clearly 
with real power heing returned from thl;.': inverter, the system docs not need to deliver as 
much for a given motor input puwerdemand. With 0 0 ranging from 90° to 180°, this 
implies that the admissihle power factor angles range from _90° to 0° , Thus, since thl;.': 
real power delivered by the invener varies as the cosine nfthe power factor angle, Pin, 
should be maximum when 0 0 (or 0) is maximnm. 
Knowing the real power, the reactive JXlwer is obtained once the apparent power 
is calculated. The apparent power is found by measuring the nns phase current and rms 
line-tn-line voltage and can be expressed as 
S", -fi, /p VI_I (6.3) 
where Ip is the nns phase cnrrent and VI_I is the nns line-to-line voltagc. The reactive 
powers, Q, del ivered to the system and absorbed by the inverter are thcn calculateJ by 
(6.4) 
The reactive power absorbed by the motor is then found from 
(6.5) 
Equation 6.5 indicates why the power factor ofa SERS is nonnally low ror the 
range ofadmissihle alphas, Qin. is always positivc, and thus this imposes a larger reactive 
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power requirement on the source. Having values for P and S for each element. thc 
component power factors can be delennined, conclusions can be drawn on operating 
efficiency, and characteristics can be asscsscd. Knowing the load torque applied., motor 
speed, and the system input power, system efficiency is calculated as 
Efficicncv% == mechanical power out * 100 
- clectrical power in(P,y<) (6.6) 
where 
P""". ", (w) = If' ) ( --,-"-- "'- l(w~(,pml)(~ J' 
m O.738Ib -ft 60 
(6.7) 
3. Data 
In the previous section, four casl:S with ditTering operating conditions were 
considered. For this ~ection, an additional load condition, 2.0 lbf ... in, is included for each 
alpha angle. Thl: data for thc a-phase and c-phase were colkcted and arc listed in Tables 
6.1 through 6.6. 
4. Rcsult~ 
The power flo w and efficiency results are tahulated using Equations 6. 1 through 
6.7 and arc documented in Tables 6.7 through 6.9. Note that the power calculations were 
pcrtonned using the data from both line measurements, hence, the a<p and c<p results. 
5. Conclusions 
From Tables 6.7 through 6.9, some conclusions are draWTl First, as mentioned in 
Chapter lII, as the dday angle alpha decrea~es, the inverter real power returned decreases 
and the reacti ve power ahsorbed increases. Thus, Pfinv decreases. Second, real supplied 
power increases morc than reactive power supplied to the system when the machine 
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operates at a higher speed and with a larger load torque. Third, as the machine is loaded, 
the increase in real power drawn by the machine is greater than the increase in reactive 
power drawn by the machine. For these reasons, the SERS operates most efficiently at 
higher speeds and larger load torques. 
Supply A I C I 
[I(A~,) 0.750 0.744 
VI_I (V"n.) 184.1 184.3 
P<fi(W) - 40.3 89.5 
Return A I C I 
[I(A~,) 0.080 0.079 
VI_I ('Irm,) 184.4 184.7 
PI(W) 10.6 -0.6 
Tahle 6.1 Data for Load = 0 Ibf-in; a = 179.JO; rotor speed = 820 rpm 
Supply AI C I 
II(A~,) 0.771 0.765 
VI.I (V rm,) 184.9 185.0 
PICW) - 43.2 92.5 
Return A I C I 
II(A~,) 0.094 0.093 
VI-! (Vrm,) 184.5 184.7 
PI (W) 9.4 - 5.7 
rable 0.2 Data for Load '" 0 Ibf-in: a = 159.6"; rolor speed = 1380 rpm 
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Supply 
I A I C I 
II(A~, ) 0.870 0.866 
VI.! (Vn",) 184.9 184.9 
PI(W) - 46.2 111.0 
Rtturn A I C I 
II(A,~) 0.207 0.208 





.10.9 - 0.8 
Table 6.3 Data for Load ~ 2.0 Ibf-in: u - 179.3°; rotor speed - 730 rpm 
SuppLy A I C I 
IT (ArrnJ 0.9110: 0.912 
V I. I (Vrrn , ) 184.8 184.7 
P¢(W) - 36.5 124.5 
Return A (p C I 
I,(A~,) 0.230 0.228 
VI-! (Vrm,) 184.6 184.6 
P4'(W) 25.1 -13.4 
Table 6.4 Data for Load ~ 2.0 Ibf-in; u = 159.6D ; rotor speed = 1310 rpm 
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Supply A; C Q 
IQ (Arm,) 1.028 1.020 
V I_I (Vrm5) IR5.0 185.3 
P;(W) - 46.6 135.7 
Rcturn A. C • 
I.(A~,) 0.359 0.358 
VH (Vrms) 185.1 185.3 
P.(W) 54.6 - 1.1 
Table 6.5 Data for Load =' 4 .0 Ibf-in; a.'" 179.)0; rotor specd = 620 rpm 
Supply A, C ; 
I.(A~,) 1.091 1.088 
V I.1 (Vrm,) 185.4 185 .5 
PHW) - 31.2 159.0 
Return A; C ; 
I;(A~,) 0.372 0.37.1 
VH(Vrrm) 185.2 185.4 
P.(W) 41.8 22.4 





speed upm 1380 'Pm '",m 1310 ",m 620rlm ''Pm 
lbf-in) 0 0 2.0 2.0 T 4.0 
In\' 
p 10 3.7 30.1 11.7 5:1.5 19.4 
23.5 29. 58.98 72.6 101.9 117.74 
Pf. 0.391 0.455 0.159 0.465 .QJ.§L 
S s 
P 43.2 49.3 88.0 127.8 
242.0 326.20 
PI 0.199 0.365 
Motor 
P 53.2 1.0 94.9 99. 142.6 ·-T47.0· 
211.7 215.22 
Pf 0.244 0.243 0.409 0.433 0.552 
Table 6.7 Power Calculations A ~ 
Case I 
a 179T a 179.3~ 
Seed 820 m m 730 m 1310 m 620 m 
Ibf-in' T 0 T 0 T ,- 2.0 T 2.0 T 4.0 T 4.0 
1m' 
P 10 30.1 11.7 19.4 
59.5 72.0 118.2 
pf 0.396 0.124 0.452 0.161 1.466 0.162 
S'S 
P 43.2 49.3 64.8 88.0 89.1 127.8 
243.26 240.12 276.25 27&.17 315.01 325.37 
~ 0.118 0.201 0.222 0..102 0.272 0.366 
p 53.2 )3.0 94.9 ')').7 147.2 
220,06 216.78 206.22 207.17 
P[ , 0.235 OAOI 0.435 0.579 
rahle 6.8 Power Calculations C ~ 
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Table 6.9 System Efficiency 
D. EQUATION VALIDATION 
In Chapter II, section C. a steady-state analysis of the SERS was performed. In 
this section, the de link equations, Equations 3.22, 3.23 and 3.25, are validated against the 
corresponding data measurements. In calculating predicted versus actual values, alpha of 
the thyristor firing control unit, Cl, is utilized. Equation 2.2 is needed to transform the 
alpha of the equations used in Chapter Ill , Clo, into alpha of the firing unit, Cl. 
The system shown in Figure 5.3 was operated at two 0.0 angle conditions. 109.sg 
and 99.6°. For each alpha angle, two loads are considered. The resultant data are listed 
in Table 6.10. 
., 109.5° «, 99.6° 
C"" 
TL(lbf-in) 2.0 4.0 2.0 4.0 
Vql.l) 183.6 183.9 183.7 183.9 
I ~ 0.929 1.102 0.928 1.130 
V, - 86.52 - 86.94 -46.3 -46.3 
V. 88.02 89.07 47.11 48.44 
0.31 0.5 0.3 0.5 
Rotor Speed (RPM) 1000 910 \310 1220 
Table 6.10 Steady-State Analysis Data 
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Using the equations developcd in Chaptcr III, predicted system voltagcs are 
derived. These arc thcn compared with actual system values shown in Table 6.10 
Conclusions are drawn regarding the slight discrepancy between the two and are 
discusscd in the following paragraphs. 
The average diode bridge voltage was analyzed first. Using Equation 3.25, slip 
for case I is calculated as 0.3.1:18. Substituting this slip value into Equation 3.22 and 
converting the stator line-to-line voltage into a phase voltage, a predicted average dc 
voltage of 82.7 volts is established. Using the same procedure, the inverter voltage 
governed hy Equation 3.23 is found to be -82.76 volts. The actual measured values for 
case 1 are shuv,n in Table 6.10. The data for case I show that in fact VI does not cqual 
V d . This may be explained by olunic losses in the link inductor. Equation 3.19 can be 
modified to 
(6.8) 
Thus, VfNO would 1.5 volts. With the case 1 inductor current in Table 5.10 and the V=IR 
relatiunship, the inductor resistance is 4.84 O. In Chapter IV, the measured inductur 
resistance was found to he 4.690, and using the inductor current shown in Table 6.10, thc 
voltage drop across the inductor is 1.45 volts. 
The process was repeated for case 4. Using equations fonnulated in Chapter III. 
predicted values were calculated for slip, Vd, and VI. For Vd and VJ, the predicted versus 
actual voltage values were 41.41, 48.44 and -41.4 1. -46.3 , respectively. Using the actual 
voltage values and substituting them into Equation 6.8 yields an inductor voltage drop of 
2.14 volts. Given the case 4 inductor current, inductor resistance is calculated to he 4.28 
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Q. Using the measured inductor resistance and current values, in case 4, the voltage drop 
across the inductor is calculated to be 2.35 volts in both cases, inductor resistances and 
voltage drops are of similar values. 
E. CONCLUSION 
In Ihis chapter, additional wavcfonn, efficiency and power flow studies of the 
SERS were conducted. Through numerous test sequences, wavcfonns were analyzed and 
compared. Data taken during this period provided insight into power flow in the SERS. 
System efficiency, theorized to be poor, was confinned to bt: low although greater 
efficiency was obtained by loading the system and lowering alpha. Finally, s)'stt:In 
equations wert: verified and were fOlUld to accurately predict actual in-lab conditions. 
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VII. Ar-iALOG AND DSPACE CONTROLLERS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, the closed-loop speed controllers implemented in this research 
effort m-e discussed. As introduced in Chapter n, the standard mealls of adjusting the 
thyristor-inverter firing angle was the manual adjustment of the de voltage control knob 
on the thyristor tIring unit control panel. Once the firing control angle is changed, a new 
average dc-side inverter yoliage leads to a change in motor speed, Two types of closed-
loop speeu controllers were developed in the laboratory and are considered in this 
chapter. First, a closed-loop analog circuit is presented. The topology and operation of 
this cin:uil is carefully documented. :-Iext, a digital signal processing (DSP) approach Lo 
the same conLrol probkm is outlined. The lo~ic and structure of the DSP method arc 
explained while an in-depth trcatment ofthe dSPACE particulars is deferred until Chapter 
VIlI. 
B. A~ALOG CONTROLLER OVERVIEW 
In detelminin~ a o;;Josed-loop analog controlJer. the primary feedhaek signal is the 
machine speed (rpm) represented in the form of voltage. Naturally, most electrical 
o;;ontrolJers use voltage as the medium for control, so the initial thrust in the control efturt 
was 10 jmplement tIle conversion from speed to voltage. This was achieved through the 
applio;;ation of an optical encoder which converted the induclion mOlor rpm into a TIL 
electrical signal. /\ microelectronics chip was then used to convert the variahle TTL 
frequency to a variable dc voltage whio;;h was then fed bao;;k into the analog o;;ontrolkr As 
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discussed in the next section, the uptical enooder signal had to be processed to properly 
interface with the microelectronics chip. 
Once lhe proper speed voltage signal (Vwrm ) was obtained, the closed-loop speed 
controller was designed and built with a series of up amps. The inputs to lhe control 
scheme included the rolur speed (Vwnn ), the cummanded rolur speed signal (V*) and the 
nominal rotor speed voltage (Vnu,J. Safety features, including a vultage clamp and 
voltage limiter, were added to provide uver-current protection. Figure 7 .1 shows a block 
diagram oflhe analog circuit. Each block is dissected in the following sections. 
OPitcal l __ ~'Sigmi1 ¥rocessmg 
I Encoder· lcirc..u.i.t _ _ _ 
l~ 
!voltage I Divider 
To Trigger 
Unit ~ 
.. a [protection 
~Circuit I 
L 
Alpha ___ _ ~nalog 
Circuit b:ntroller 
-<::=====--
Figure 7.1 Block Diagram of Analog Circuit 
C. SPEED REFERENCF SIGNAL 
An optical encoder is a device that coverts the mechanical speed in to an electronic 
signal. TIlis is accomplished hy attaching 10 the rotor an encoder whed that has ]000 
slots evenly-sraced about the periphery. TIle encoder wheel ellIS perpendicularly tm'ough 
an cmittl:r!detector arrangement that contains a photodiode. As (h!;.': slots of the encoder 
wheel pass by the photodiode, pulses an:: generated from the emitter to the detector 
which arc translated to a 0-5 volt TTL signal. Figure 7.2 shows the configuration used. 
A pull up circuit configuration was used to pull up the voltage values coming trom the 
pholodiodc detector. l\ TIL signal from channel A was selected as the signal 10 
represent the speed ofthe rotor. The channel B signal is ninety degrees out of phase with 
Channel A. Channell is the index channel. It generates a pulse for every complete 
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D. ENCODER SIGNAL PROCESSING 
The firing control unit for the thyristor unit requires an external de voltage to 
establish the firing delay. In this section. the approach used to convert the variable 
frequency pulse train of the optical encoder to a variable de voltage i~ dowmented. This 
de voltage is then available to a speed control circuit which generates the required voltage 
for the firing control uni t. The first step involved proct:~sing the encoder signal so that a 
standard frequt:ncy-to-voltage conversion chip could be used directly. Figure 7.3 
illustratt:s the circuitry used . 
At low speed (830 rpm - maximum u = 179.3 Q ), the frequency of the TTL signal 
from the encoder is 14kllz while at maximum speed, 1740 rpm (u==146.3°), the frequency 
is 30kHz. Thu~, the 14-30kH7. interval is the nominal range of frequencies that the 
optical encodt:r generates. Due to tht: specifications of the frequcncy-to-voltage converter 







Figure 7.3 Signal Processing Circuit 
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The frequency lim itations oflhe LM2907 chip required that the input fn:'l uency 
be scaled to a usable range. The input limit for the LM2907 is 1000 Hz, so the encoder 
frequency was stepped down through the use ofa 5 bit 0 fl ip-fl op arrangemenl. This is 
illustra ted in Figure 7.3. This was accomplished by series conllecting IWO 4-bit D flip-
flop chips. As a result, the frequency range of the encoder signal was shifted to 430 - 93 5 
Hz. The L\·12907 is not compatible with a TIL signal, but it can process an appropriate 
square wavl;.':. A simple offset c ircuit shov,ll in Figure 7.3 was used to change the TTL 
into a squart: wave signal with +!- 2.5 peaks. r he resultant signal could now be inputted 
into the LM2907. 
The de vultage output of the I JII12907 for the nominal operating range is 6.2 V for 
&30 rpm (430 Hz input signal) and 13 V tor 1740 rpm (935 Hz input signal). Sin-=e the 
maximum pennissible de voltage required by the al pha control trigger unit is 10 v. this 
voltage range was scaled down to 3 to 6.5 V by a vultage divider network. The 3-6.5 V 
de range is the voltage range the analog controller "sees" as an input representing the 
speed of the rotor. In the next section, the analug controller is discussed in detail. 
Ailer the signal is processed through the analog controller, the feedback signal 
goes through a -=ireuit identifie d as the alpha -=ircuit. Figure 7.4 illustrates this set-up. 
The purpose of the alpha circuit is to interface the controller output signal tu the alpha 
comrol tr igger unit. It accomplishes this \\ith the Miller summer network shown. The 
Miller summer adds the weighted inputs into the op amp and outputs the negative of the 
sum. Each input is weighted or multip lied by the ratio of the feedback resistor (10k) to 
input resistor ( 10k). In the alpha circuit, inputs arc the feedback vultage from the 
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controller (3 to 6,5 volts) and a constant -13.2 volts. At 830 rpm, the analog controller 
delivers 3 volts to the alpha circuit. The output oftht: alpha circuit is then 10.2 volts. For 
1740 rpm, tht: analog controller output is 6.5 volts and the alpha circuit outpUl is 6.7 
volts. Thus, the alpha circuit scales the controller OUlput to the desired alpha range of 
After the signal is translated by the alpha circuit, thc feedback signal goes through 
a protection circuit as illustrated in Figure 7.4. This circuit clamps the dc voltage values 
that go to the alpha control trigger unit. lbis clamping is implemented with two voltage 
limiters. The first voltage limiter prevcnts the de voltage value from going below 6.3 
volts; the st:eond prevents the dc value from cxet:t:ding 10 volts. Recall, the 6.3 volts 
corrt:sponds to 146.3° while 10.0 vol ts corresponds to 179.3~. Thus, the alpha angle is 
locked into the range of 146.3° to 179.3° so that a safe operating cnvirorunelll is ensured 
for the SERS. Any alpha angle below 146.3 0 produces sewre ovt:r-currt:nt situations and 
damage 10 equipment may occur. 
Vinpo:t 
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Figure 7.4 Alpha and Protection Circuits 
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E. ANALOG CONTROLLER 
1. Description 
The analog controller is a closed-loop controller composed of op amps and 
resistors with voltage inputs corresponding \0 the actual rolor speed and commanded 
rotor speed. The output is then scnl tu the thyristor oontroi trigger mut via the alpha and 
protection circuits. Figure 7.5 illustrates the analog controller with the op amps 
numbered and the various signal points identified. For clarity, ro's(rotational speeds) arc 
used instead ofY's (voltages) in tracing the signals through the controller. 
f-igun:: 7.5 Analog Cuntroller Schemati,; 
rhe operation of the controller is best described by first considering the sk':ady-
state: condition For low-speed operation at 830 rpm, the voltage signal representing the 
7J 
rotor speed is 3.0 volts. This is selected tiS being the nominal condition and changes in 
speed are referenced from this point. Thus, a separate 3 volt source is required to set this 
refercnce speed (voltage). Viewing Figure 7.5, this input is denoted in the far left of the 
figure and is represented as ffi rm.oorn. 
Following the first op amp, the signal is inverted and bccomt:s -ffi,m.oom. The 
second input to the controller scheme is the actual speed of the rotor given in volts. The 
rOlor speed signal in volts is processed through the optical encoder processing scheme as 
described earlier and is about 3 volts at 830 rpm. The processed rotor voltage signal 
representing rotor rpm is rcpresented by ffi,m which is then inputted into the second op 
amp. The output of the second op amp is ffinn.""m- (r)rm which at nominal speed is 
approximately zero volts. 
The inputs to the third op amp are the commanded rotor speed, given by 8W;"', 
and the output from the previous op amp. In this example, the command sigmll is 
initially set to zero. The gain of the third op amp is set by the feedback resistor. By 
changing this feedback resistor, the transient response of the controller may be adjusted to 
provide a celtain level of stt:ady-state error, overshoot, or settling time 
The final op amp in the circuit sums the negative oftht: nominal spt:ed together 
with the output of the previous op amp. For the steady-state example under consideration 
(830 rpm), the output of the fourth op amp is around 3 volts. After going through the 
alpha circuit, this is translatcd to just over to volts and is subsequently clipped to 10 volts 
evcn. Thus, the trigger unit nxeivcs a 10 volt signal and maintains thc rotor speed at &30 
'Pm. 
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fhe lransient operation of the (ouiru! circuit is (onsidered next. lfit is desired for 
the machine speed to be increased, then an increase in Am;", would he specified by 
increasing the voltage from the external de SOlITCe. The command specified voltage 
would then added to the steady-state output from op amp 2 which is zero. The output of 
thl: third op amp would be -K r~O)~" or the negativl: of some fador times the 
COlnJl18nded voltage value. The fourth op amp adds in the negative nominal voltage with 
the output uflhe previous op amp. Assuming Kp=J, the output oftlle fourth op amp is 
Ll.W~", -t- wrm,M"' which is e4ua[ to 113 or 4 volts. 
fhe one-volt increase from the analog controller causes a corresponding olle volt 
decrease (to Y.2 volts) in the signal to the trigger unit. The firing angle, (1, decreases 
because of the decrease in the voltage si.gnal to the trigger unit. Subsequently, the motor 
speed increases as desired. The increase in motor speed causes a slight increase in the 
(Om signa!. The slightly greater values of (Orm and the nominal voltage yield a small 
negative value of the output of the second op amp. For Kp = I, the output of the third op 
amp is a negative value of less magnitude than the previous time, and the fourth op amp 
yidds a value slightly smaller than the last time, maybe 3.8 volts. This brings about a 
decrease in the motor speed which produces a decrease in the (Orm signal. This causes the 
0 m,.oom - (Orm signal to less negative which makes the output of the fourth op amp to be 
~lightly more positive, maybe 3.gS V. This continues wItil equilibrium is reached or 
Wrfl'."om - wmr + .t\w,," O. When equilihrium is reached, the motor operates at a 
higher speed, and the feedback signal to the trigger unit is a steady value 
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2. Performance 
After constructing the analog controller ami the alpha and protection circuitry, 
static testing with representative signals was conducted to ensure that the controller was 
working properly. Static testing included varying the command voltage input, mcasuring 
the trigger unit voltage levels and ensuring the alpha and protection circuits were working 
properly . In another test prior to controller installation, all aspects ofthe controller were 
cOlUleeted except the fi nal signal to the trigger unit. The induction machine was started 
and output levels to the trigger unit were measured. Alpha and the command voltage 
signal were varied by hand, and the trigger output signal was monitored. Static and semi-
static test resul ts were satisfactory. 
Finally, the closed-loop controller was connectl:d. When the induction machine 
starts up, u"'154.0° because of the voltage low limiter. As rotor rpm increases, u 
increases and climbs to the specified value of 179.3°, When a command signal was 
initialed, the system responded as expected. Table 7.1 gives the specific data results. 
As mentioned earlier, the feedhack resistor for the third op amp was variable and 
two cases were considered. The firs t case included a 53k Q resistor or Kp==5.3, and the 
second ease included a 20k Q resistor or Kpo=2.0. The data in Table 7.1 show that the first 
case yields a greater alpha rangl: for a given command voltage interval. Greater alpha 
range translates into greater range in rpm. Another observation is that for the second 
case, for the same speed range, thl: available command voltage range is larger. rhus, case 
2 ofters a larger dynamic range for the voltage input. 
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53K 
ow;", w~:':~m w"n(V) Wm , Too To ctangle (rpm) ekt(V) tngger (degrees) 
uni t (V) 
0 2.976 2.947 1 820 2.632 10.29 1793 
OJ 2.976 3.349 930 3.75 1 9.462 175.1 
---!4- 2.976 3.79 1 1060 4.284 9.018 1 170.9 1.5 2.976 4.198 1170 4.678 8.540 166.6 
2.0 2.976 4.6 11 1280 5. 149 8.114 163 .1 
2.5 2.976 5.054 1410 5.580 7.666 158.9 
.. 
r---#- 2.976 5.444 1520 6.009 7.23 1 155.4 3.5 2.976 5.900 1650 6.447 6.8 21 151 .2 
4.0 2.976 6.215 1740 7.172 6.307 147.0 
4.5 2.976 6.215 1740 10.208 6307 147.0 
20K 
o~;", 
"'(V)'" lJlrm(V) I;;;:) Toa .To I ct angle ekt(V) tngger (degrees) 
unit (V) 
reP, 2.976 2.979 1 820 2. 864 10.23 1 179.1 2.976 3.244 900 3.6 17 9.587 1 176.5 
1.0 2.976 3.5 15 9'0 3.95 1 9.271 173 .7 
1.5 2.976 3.870 1075 4.337 1 8.875 170.2 
2.0 2.976 4.206 1170 4.683 8.536 166.6 
2. ' 2.976 4.495 1250 1 5.004 8.23 1 163 .8 
3.0 2.976 4.887 1360 5.393 7.832 16 1.0 
3.5 2.976 5.1S0 1440 5.702 7.547 158.2 
4.0 2.976 5.510 1550 6.038 7.203 155.4 
4.5 2.976 5.835 1630 6.405 6.848 15 1.9 
5.0 2.976 6. 177 1740 6.730 6.514 149 ,1 
5.5 2.976 6.218 1740 7.647 6.304 147 ,0 
6.0 2,976 6.217 1740 8.693 6.305 147.0 
],able 7. 1 Analog Controller Data 
F. nSPACE CONTROLLER 
.1. Description 
After veri t)ling the satisfactory opemtion of the analog controller described above. 
a dSPACE (digilll i ~ignal 12rocessing find .i:.ontrol l::ngineering) cuntrolkr was designed. 
implemented and tested. Uefore describing the dSPACE controller, a brief description of 
dSPACE is in order. dSPACE allows for external allfl log signals to be digitall y processed 
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in a computer and then <::xported to the outside world. It us<::s MATLAB (The 
MathWorks, Tnc. , 1992), SlMULJNK (Hicklin, et al., 1992) and a dSPACE card Th<:: 
dSPACE development packagl: facilitates Lh<:: design and implem<::ntation of digital 
controHers without requiring that actual C code be written. /\ detailed discussion 
covering dSPACE is includ<Xl in the next chapter 
Th<:: dSP/\CE cuntroller for this research dfort is illustrated in Figure 7.6. 
Figure 7.6 dSPACE Controller 
The dSPACE controller is crcakd in the SIMULfNK euvironInl:nt. One<:: the 
bluck diagram has been specifi<::d in an appropriate file, a cummand on a pull down menu 
is <::xecut<::d and a C code model of the system d<::pict<::d is automatically generated and 
sent to the dSPACE board. With the micropruccssor activat<::d, thl: control algorithm is 
ini!iakd and real-time monitoring of various signals is possible. Using SIMULINK and 
dSP/\CE icons, a controller similar tu the analog controlkr was modeled. Testing was 
done and a comparison to the analug controller was made. 
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Like the analog controUer, the dSPACE controller is a closed-loop controller 
Instead of op amps and resistors, it uses gain and summing blocks. The alpha circuit in 
the previous controller is modeled through a saturation block. External input voltages are 
replaced by constant value hlocks. In the SIMULINK environment, the inplug/outplug 
ports the appropriate signals in and out of the dSP ACE card. Conversion tram analog to 
digital (AID) and digital to analog (D/A) occurs in the blocks illll.fked ADC Unit and 
DAC Unit, respectively. These blocks are conveniently provided in the dSPACE library . 
In order lO understand how this controller works, consider it in steady-state 
operation at 830 rpm. The rotating shaft produces a speed voltage via the optical 
encoder/signal processing circuitry. At IDO rpm, as in the previous controller, the voltage 
that represents (0nn is about 3 volts. This signal is fed into the hack of the computer 
through a synch terminal, ribhon panel and connector pins. The input signal, f!)m" is 
automatically scaled down by a factor often so that it appears as 0.3 volts at the input 
plug. Following the same signal, it is convertcd into a digital signal and sununed with 
wrm•oom which is represented by a constant 0.29 block 
At 830 rpm, the input measurement from the rotor speed voltage was observed to 
be about 0.29 volts, so for accuracy or the controller, the V;n,oom block was changed to 
match the input rotor speed voltage 
Then:fore, at stcady-state nominal specd with no command signal, the output of 
the sum block is zero. The output of the sum] block is also zero. The sum2 block will 
reintroduce the nominal speed voltage needed for steady-state operation. Similar to the 
previous controllcr, the alpha sununcr rcarmnges the signal for proper orientation for the 
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trigger unit. The alpha swnmer adds 1.32 to the negative of the incoming signal. For the 
nominal condition, 1.04 is the result which is sent to a limiter. The signal goes through a 
limiter with the upper limit of 1.0 and the lower limit of 0.7. After the limiter, the signal 
of 1.0 V is convened to analog and scaled to 10 volts. The output synch terminals are 
connected to the trigger unit and 10 volts yields a tiring angle of 179.3°. Thus, steady-
state operation is maintained. 
1'0 initiate a transient, an external analog de voltage (command voltage) is 
cOImected to the synch terminal and processed in a manner similar to the rotor speed 
voltage. As shown in Figure 7.6, the command voltage enters through plugl. If the 
system is operating at steady-state 830 rpm and a I volt command signal is specified 
through inplug I, then the command voltage enters the SIMULINK circuit scaled down to 
0.1 volt. After being converted in to a digital signal, how;'" is added to the output of the 
smnming block which at this point is zero. IfK~""' I, then the output of block 2 is 0.39 
volts (0.29 V + 0.1 V). After the alpha surruner, the signal is converted to a new value of 
0.93. Upon exiting the SIMUUNK circuit, it is scaled to approximately 9.3 volts. As a 
result, the alpha illlg1c decreases and the speed oflhe machine increa<;es. 
Once the speed of the machine increases, the rotor measured speed voltage 
increases, and the value injected into the SIMULINK circuit increases. This nonzero 
voltage forces the output of the surruning block to go negative. The small negative 
number out oflhe summing block is added to the constant command sigmd 10 yield a 
smaller signal, perhaps 0.08 V, out of the sum1 block. After the sum2 block, the signal 
becomes slightly smallt:r than it was previously at the same location [ his causes the 
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alpha angle to incrca.~e slightly which causes the machine to slow dov.n. \Vhcn the 
machine slows dO\\1l slightly, the rotor speed voltage decreases slightly which cause~ the 
output of the sum block to become a smaller magnitude negative number. This causl;.':s 
the output signal of the sum I block to Ix: slightly greater than the prt:vious signal for the 
same location. After the sum2 hlock and the alpha summer respond, alpha is decreased 
slightly causing lhe machine to increase in speed. This occurs until equilibrium is 
reached. 
2. Performance 
Prior to fully connecting the dSPACE controllt:r, static testing was also 
conducted. First, the command voltage was varied and the output of the synch terminals 
was monitored for expected valut:s. Secondly, the machine was started and the output of 
thc synch tcnninais was monitorcd again. For both cascs, the outputs wen:: satisfactory 
indicating that the controller was operating as expected. 
With preliminary ksting finished, thc composik controller placcd in thc loop by 
completing the connections octween the synch tenninals and the trigger uni t. At skady-
state and low speed, the alpha angle was l79.3 n , and when the command voltage was 
varied via an external source, the system reacted as predicted. 
For comparison purposes with the analog controller, identical test conditions were 
simulated using the dSPACt:: controller. Similar measurements were recorded and the 
data were contrasted. 
In dSPACE, the signals in the controller may be traced continuously or for a 
specific period ohime. These signals may then be viewed on the screen. During data 
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colleclion, the values for rorm (V) and voltage to the 0. circuit were obtained in this 
maimer. It is important to notl;.': that the voltage valul;.':s availahle inside dSPACE are 
scaled down by a factor often. The voltage to the trigger unit was measured by a fluke 
meter after the signal passed from the computer at thl;.': point just beforl;.': it entered the 
trigger control unit. The commanded voltage, Aw;"', was manually adjusted v.ith an 
external dc voltage source. The .... alue ofKp, the gain block in SIMULINK, was changed 
to Illodel the change in feedback resistors as documented with the analog controller. Both 
runs were conducted and the measured data arc included in Table 7.2 
The results measured for the dSPACE controller were found to be very similar to 
those ohtained in the analog cases. The higher gain case, Kr=5.3 , yielded a greatl;.':T alpha 
range for a givcn command voltage mnge. As in the analog controller, the lower gain 
case offers a larger dynamic range fOT the voltage input. These findings mirrored those 
found for the analog controller. 
Taking advantage of the versatility of dSPACE, an additional test was conducted 
on the dSPACE conlroller utilizing the trace window tool from dSPACE. Step changes 
in the command voltage and load were applied to the system for two cases, Kr=5.3 and 
2.0. The results are shown in Figures 7.7 through 7.12. 
Note in viewing Figures 7.7 through 7.12 that the signals tracl;.':d inside the 
SIMULINK enviromnent are scaled down by a factor of 10. For example in Figure 7.7, 
the 2.1 V step increase in command voltage is represented by a 0.21 V increase in 
command voltage in SIMULINK. The caption for Figure 7.7 reads "0.21 V Step 
Increase" when the external signal applied was 2. 1 V. 
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~(jJ;'" wev)" wrm(V) ' W~ 1'00 To a angJe (V) Inplug (rpm) sUmm tT trigger (degrees) 
(V) unit (V) 
0 0.29 0.28 '40 0.35 9.8 1711.6 
0.5 0 .29 0.33 970 0.386 9.376 174.4 
1.0 0.29 0.372 1090 0.43] 8.S7 170.2 
1.5 0.29 OA12 1200 0.478 RAi l 165 .9 
H eO 0.29 0.446 1300 0.516 8.06 162.4 2.5 0.29 0.483 1420 0.5 57 7.65 158 .9 
3.0 0.29 0.5 39 1540 0.6 7.24 155.4 
3.5 0.29 0.565 1660 0.6]9 6. 75 151.2 
4.0 0.29 0.594 1740 0.72 & 6.30 147.0 
4.5 0.29 0.593 1740 0.973 6.30 147.0 
K, 2.0 
t.w;'" W("vj'm (j)rm(V) w~ To o To a angle (V) Tnplug (rpm) summer trigger (degrees) 
(V) tillit (V) 
0 0.29 0.282 ' 20 0.326 9.96 179.3 
0.5 0 .29 0.3 14 940 0.365 9.55 175.8 
1.0 0.29 0.34 1 1000 OA03 9.17 173.0 
1.5 0.29 0.373 1100 0.436 8.85 170.2 
2.0 0.29 0.402 l 1RO 0,470 8 .54 166.6 
2.5 0.29 0.433 1270 0,499 8.2 \ 163.8 
3.0 0.29 0.462 1360 0.537 7 .83 161 .0 
3.5 0.29 0.488 1450 0.568 7.53 15R.2 
4 .0 0.29 0.519 153 0 0.595 7.26 155.4 
4.5 0.29 0.549 1620 0.624 6.97 152.6 
5.0 0.29 0.578 1700 0.660 6.60 149.S 
5.5 0.29 0.590 1750 0.73 1 6.30 147.0 
6.0 0.29 0.590 1750 0.8 17 6.30 147.0 
Table 7.2 dSPACE Controller Data 
Viewing Figures 7.7 t1uough 7.12 shows that the Kp- 2.0 case is the more stable of 
the two cases. In the Kp= 5.3 case, the steady-state output from the outplug has a 
supcrimposl:u oscillation; its responSI: to the step load change contrasts sharply to the 
case with Kp"-2.0. Graphicfll1y, it is apparent that ~'"'2.0 yields a morl: stable response at 
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the expense of some steady-state accurdCY. The specd variation whcn adding a step 
increase in load is illustrated in Figures 7.9 and 7.12. With Kp=2.0, rotor speed ini tially 
was 1400 rpm, and whcn the load was added, it decreased to 1150 rpm. With K,,=5.3, 
rotor speed initially was 1600 rpm, and when the load was added, it decreased to 1560 
rpm. The speed variation 'with Kp=5.3 Wa<; shown to be smaller. dSPACE provides thc 
capability 10 readily consider other more sophislic<lted controllers to improve thc steady-
state and transient responses 
3. Comparison 
A comparison of the data measured for the two controllers reveals thai for the 
same gain values, the dSPACE and analog controller measmed values tracked closely 
Changing the gain produced the same effects in both controllers. Signal values for both 
controllers match well, and the dSPACE model proved to be a good representat ion ofthe 
analog contro\ler. 
G. CONCLUSION 
Two types of controllers were tesled in tbe SERS. In each case, two values of 
gain were used to evaluate the system response. For each controller, the system 
responded in a similar manner for the given gains. From the dSPACE controller traces, it 




A detailed description of the dSP ACE hardware and software tools is presented in 
this chapler together with an example on how to apply these tools to the SERS problem 
The dSPACE hardware and software tools allow for real-time interface between a 
personal computer and external machine configurations (electric machines, power 
electronics. etc.). dSPAC£ accomplishes this through the integrated application of a 
specific dSPACE microelectronic chip, the Texas Instruments C compiler (Texas 
]nstnuncnt,>, Inc., 1991), SIMULINK, and MArLAR The final result is that a computer 
can be conveniently incorporated into the hardware loop making the system readily 
reconfigurable and flexible 
B. DSPACE OVERVIEW 
dSPACE (digital .:l.ignal nrocessing WId 1.:ontrol s::ngineering) is a tcclmology that 
allows for processing, analysis and control of digital signals_ It has the (;apability of 
digitally representing analog signals, modifying these signals through a control algoritlun. 
and converting them back into an analog fonn. All this is accomplished in the (;omputcr. 
For example, the dSPACE system may be used to monitor an external voltage 
which may represent speed or position (open loop) or it may be used as a controller, 
processing an extemal voltage and supplying a corrective signal to adjust speed or 
position through a feedback signal (closed loop) derived and implemented in the 
SIMULINK environment. 
" 
In a typical application, a controller or monitoring scheme is first constructed in 
the SIMUUNK environmcnt via MATLAB. Once the controller or monitoring schemc is 
designed, C code is automatical ly generated, and a C code model ofthc controller or 
monitoring scheme is sent to a real-time interface configuration located on the dSPACE 
card. At this point, the mieroproccssor is cnabled and is rcady to receive signals and 
transmit signals to the outside world. Input signals from the external hardware are 
transmitted via a synch connector panel , ribbon cable and 48 pin connector to the 
dSPACE card which is then made to connect with the C codc model. Signals in the 
controller may be monitored in the trace window of the dSPACE tools icon. Continuous 
or static monitoring is availahle in the trace wlndow. In addition, data may be sent and 
storcd in a MATLAB file fur later use. 
In this research effort, the dSPACE card used was the DSIl02 control board 
Installation of this board involved the following issucs: ensuring that the computer meets 
the board's operating rcquirements, setting the address location dip switches un the board 
in the proper position, and ensuring that the host interrupt lines arc not connected 
Thc board will draw up to 2 amps on the 5 volt line and 100 rna on the +1- 12 vult 
lincs from the host computer's power supply. The DSll02 board is used with the 
J86/486 hased IBM computers and necds a 6.2" standard slot with a 16 bit connector. 
The address location on the board is set at the factory. The dip switches should 
read the following order 1-8: on, on, off, off, on, on , on, and on. This gives the proper 
address to the board and provides continuity with the dSPACE software. The software 
associated \vith dSPACE luoks for specific addresses in the computer architecture, and by 
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having the dip switches set in the proper configuration, the dSPACE software is 
compatible with the OS 11 02 control board. 
The host lines which may be used as interrupts in system are left unconnected un 
the DSII02 board. prom the factory, the host lines are not COill1ccled and leaving them as 
they are will ensure proper operation uf the card. 
After po\vering do\.\'IJ the computer, the slot cover may be removed and the 
control board placed into the 16-bil slut. The board is secured by screwing in the slot 
bracket in the compuler frame. Upon installation, the board is ready for usc. 
C. SOFTWARE REQUIREME:"TS 
Prior to starting any application of dSPACE, verification uflhe software installed 
on the personal computer is advised in order to ensure proper interaction between 
dSPACE, SIMULfNK, and MATLAB. The eorrect versions of each software component 
must be installed in order to use dSPACE. For the dSPACE card installed in the Power 
Systems Laboratory, the user must log into the computer, open a widow, and invoke 
MArLAR The quickest way to then verify the versiuns loaded on the computer in use is 
to type ver at the prompt in the :\1A TLAB envirollffil:nt. The returned infonnation will 
supply the software data installed. Also, the dSPACE key must he enabled in the back of 
the computer which allows access into the dSPACE environment. Without it, the system 
will not work. 
In this research effort, the hardware and software components utilized in relation 
to dSPACE applications were as follows: a DSll02 control board for the dSPACE eard, 
MATLAR 4.0, SIMULfNK C Cude Generator version 1.0 .1 Reta, SIMULINK Model 
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Analysis and Construction FWlctions version 1.2d, SIMULlNK Block Library version 
1.2d, Control Systems Toolbox version 3.0b, Signal Processing Toolbox. version 2.0b, 
and Nonlinear Control Design. Having the proper versions of these tools is cssential for 
properly operating the dSP ACE card. 
The DSI I02 control board is the actual microprocessing hardware unit used in 
this application. MATLAB is the analysis language that is uscd to invoke the 
SIMULINK environment wherc signals are monitored and proccssed. The SIMULINK C 
Code Generator gencrates and builds thc C codc mode! of the fIgure constructed in the 
SIMULINK environment when the proper command is executed. SIMULlNK Model 
Analysis and Construction fWlctions contains thc simulation algorithm (Euler, Rungc-
Kutta) and CQnstruction data (open, closed system) nceded for building and investigating 
the SIMULINK model. Thc SIMULINK llIock Library contains all the icons available 
for use in SIMULINK. The Control Systems Toolbox contains functions such as model 
building, conversion and reduction. It also contains control functions for timc and 
frcquency responses, gain selection, root locus and equation solution. The Signal 
Processing Toolbox contains functions (i.e. Butterworth and Chebyshev filters) which are 
oommonly used in signal processing applications. Nonlinear Control Dcsign uses 
functions which enable the simulation of nonlinear aspects of control systems. 
After installing or ensuring that proper versions of MATLAB, SIM ULINK, MS-
Windows and MS-DOS software are loaded on the computer, the sleps listed below 
should be takcn to properly load the dSPACE software. All the diskettes needcd for 
software installation are located in the Power Systems Laboratory at NPS 
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I. For the C code compiler, install TMS320 software tools on a created directory 
dc30tools. Install all 5 disks on [hI;.': same directory. Usc the following 
procedure: create a directory to contain the C compiler by entering MD C: 
\C30too]s, copy the disks on the C drive hy the command COPVA.- 1* *. 
CldOIOOlsl*'. *, repeal the copy command for each disk . 
2. Install LD3 ! software and create the directories c:\dsp_cit\exe and 
c:\dsp cit\citfiles 
3 . install-sJavt': applications. (c:\dsp_cit\slave) 
4. Install CLIS software. (c:\dsp_cit\clihl102) 
5 . Install TRACE software. (c:\dsp_cit\) 
6. Install SIMUUNK C Code Generator using Q.' setup command 
7. Install RIBl software. (c:\dsp_cit\) 
D. EXTERNAL INTERFACE 
1. Overview 
The DSI102 control board contains several Input/Output (lID) units: digital to 
analog (D/A) and analog to digital (AID) converters, Bit JlO in/out unit, encodcr pha~c 
lines lUlit and a pulse width modulation (PWM) unit. 
rhis lihrary is accessed by cntering thc c:\mutlab\toolbox\uscr\dspace\dcdc 
directory. Once there and upon opening a MATLAB command window, the user must 
type simu/illk at the i'vtA TLAB command prompt. This will cause the SIMULfl'IK 
libra!)' to appear OIl the screen. Upon opening a TIt:w file in the SIMULINK eommand 
window. the user will open the SIMULINK workspace window nceded for modeling By 
re turning to the MA TLAB command window and typing d~ II 02 and plugs at the 
MATLAB command prompt, the user is provided icons needed for the DS 1102 control 
board function. The SlMULINK lihrary icon~ supplemcnt the~e OS 1102 I/O units. The 
SIMULINK icons are accessed by "douhle clicking" on olle of the seven icons found in 
the SIMULINK command window. The desired icons may then be "clicked" upon and 
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draggcd from eithcr the SlMULl?\'K, DSl102 or plugs libraries to the SIMULINK 
envirornnent workspace. 
A signal in the SIMULJNK environment is monitorcd in the trace window To 
begin tracing a signal, trace 31 must first be accessed in the dSPACE tools icon. Before 
commencing a trace, the uscr must ensure that the corresponding map file is loaded in the 
trace window. This is done by entering the file pull down menu of the tracc command 
window and ensuring the map fi le has the same name as the SIMULJNK model where the 
desired tracing is to take place. Automatic tracing or tracing for a spccific amount of 
time can be accomplished by selecting thc desircd signals to be traced, specifying the 
length of time for the trace and "clicking" upon the start button. The tracc is viewed by 
entering the plot pull down menu and "clicking" on (race pl()/s. 
The plugs library provides thc input/output icons that are used in the SHvll;LJNK 
envirolllient and that represent the various connector pins (48 available in all) located on 
the back of the computer. These connector pins are connected to a ribbon cable which is 
attached to thc terminal of a synch connector. Also attached to the synch connector 
tenninals are actual wires used to receive/send signals to any hardware that may be 
involved. 
2. Input/Output Connector Pins 
Each 110 connector pin is a~sociated with a specific function in thc DS 11 02 
library of icons. 1n dSPACE (1993), the I/O connector pin dcsignation is displayed on 
page 55. On a one-far-one basis, each connector pin has a corresponding synch 
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connector temlinal lo which it is attached via a ribbon cable. These corresponding 
connections an:: listed in the Appendix. 
For example, suppose one wants to trace an analog signal using dSPACE The ae 
signal would be applied to a synch connector terminal with the signal b!:ing attached to 
lemlinal one and the ground being attached to terminal two. This signal is transmitted 
through the ribbon cablt: to thl: corresponding pins, Ont: and 22 respectively. In the 
SIMULlNK environment, the llSl;.':f must have one input plug from the plugs library 
connected to an AID converter which must be connected to an output plug or pon. A 
distinction must be made between all output plug and pon. An output plug delivers the 
signal to the COllllcctor pins, and an output port delivers the signal to the SI:\1ULINK 
environment. 
Continuing with this example, if one wanted to see this signal processed by 
dSPACE and the output sent from the computer to an oscilloscope, then, in the 
SIMULINK environment, the AID converter needs to be attached to a D/A converter 
which is connected to an output plug. In this case, connector pins l 'i and 43 are used (sec 
Appendix A) which correspond with synch terminals 17 and 18, Connecting the 
oscilloscope terminals to the wires emitting from synch /!:rminaJs 17 and 18, allows the 
user to view the analog signal on the oscilloscope window 
E. DSPACE CAPABILITY 
The DSI1021ibnu)' has numerous icons that support the variety of functions 
associated with the DS 1102 control board. In this section each icon is explained and the 
various limitations revealed. 
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The 4-channel AID converter is represented by the OS I I02AO icon. Its first two 
channels have 16-hit resolution whik its last two have 12-hit resolution. Input signals 
can range from -10 to 10 volts, and corresponding output signals arc scaled to range from 
- I to 1 volt. 
The 4-channel O/A converter with 12-bit resolution is represented by the 
OS II 02DA icon . The input signals are scaled to a range of I to -1, and the output s ignals 
hav<:: a range of 10 to -10 volts. 
The 4 or 6-channel PWM signal generator with selectable resolution is 
represented hy the OSl\02PWM ioon. Input signals arc scaled \0 a range of - I to I vol t 
which ranges fro m 0-100% duty cycle. Thc output signal is a TI"L type PWM signal. Tf 
four of the six chatllleis of the PWM are used, th<::n the resulting signal generation occurs 
in the first four channels. If channel 5 or 6 is used, then 6-ehannel signal generation 
occurs. Resolution for the PWM is selectable hy "clicking" on the icon' s dialog box. It 
can range from 8 to 14-bit r<::solution 
The OS 1102 Bit 110 Unit for Digital Inputs is represented hy the OSII021N icon. 
This icon can be used to receive or send bi t streams. It receives a TTL type signal from a 
multipk xed input plug. lts output signal is one, ifa bit is set, othen .... ise it is a zcro. The 
OS 11 02 Bit I/O for Digital Outputs is repr<::sented by the OSII020UT icon. For an input 
signal not equal 10 zero, the bit is sct. Its output signal goes to a multiplexed output plug 
which yields a TTL type signal. For any application, the munber ofinpUi lines used in 
the OSI102fN plus the number of output lines used in the DSI I020UT must not exceed 
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16. 110 lines 1-16 correspond to lIO pins 0-\5 (see page 55 of dSPACE (\993)) 
DifferclII channel numbers must he used for all I/O lines 
The DS 11 02 Encoder Phase Lines Unit is reprcsenh:d by the DSI102ENC icon. 
II provides a position value for two encoder interface input channels. [t receives a sign.al 
trom an input plug, and its output plug is scaled to -1 to I volt. The encoder contains a 
24-hit counter which counts the number of pulses entering through the input plug. The 
differential mode of operation, which is the nominal mode, requires that a single inpm is 
COilllccted to a single phase oflhe optical encoder which provides absolute position 
Another application oflhe DS 1102ENC icon is that of a speed monitor. This is 
accomplished hy providing 1.5 volts de to the pins of the chaflIlel of the encoder that is 
not being used and applying the optical encoder TTL signal to the chaflIlel in use_ The 
index signal of the encoder zeroes the 24-bit counter, and as pulses enter DSII02ENC, 
the count increases. The DSlI02ENC outputs a value corresponding to the number of 
pulses received, and then the counter is reset to zero. This feature is good for developing 
a measure oftbe speed (rpm) of an electric machine given an optical encoder output. 
F. SIMPLE SET-UP 
1. Example 
Tn this section, a simple set-up is introduced and the procedures for running it arc: 
presented. Tn this example, an analog ac signal is inputted to dSPACE, monitored by the 
wmputer and then delivered back to an external oscilluscope 
A 5 volts peak-to-peak ac signal is attached to temlinals I and 2 which correspond 
to connector pins I and 22 via the ribbon cable. Signals [rom thedSPACE card are 
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delivered from COimector pins 15 and 43 through the ribbon cable to corresponding 
terminals 17 and 18 to the oscilloscope terminals and then are viewed on the oscilloscope 
In the Windows envirorum:nt, the user should "double dick" the MATLAB 
Codegen icon. In the MATLAll command window, the user should then "click" open m-
{ile in the fi le pull dO\\ll menu and access the directory 
c:\matlab\toolbox\user\dspace\dcdc. Once in this directory, the user must "click" CUI/cel, 
and the MATLAB command window should be viewed. Next, the user must type 
simulink at the MATLAB command prompt, and the SIMULlNK library should appear. 
In the SIMULINK window, under the file pull down menu, the user must open a 
new fil e by "clicking" I/ew which wilL provide the work environment for the icons. 
Returning to the MATLAB canun and window, the user then must type dsl 102 and plugs 
at the MA TLAB conunand prompt which will provide icons needed to complete our 
example. "Cliek" and drag from the plugs library input and output plugs icons and 
deliver them to the SIMULJNK environment. From the DSl l02 library, the user should 
"click" and drag AID and D/A converters icons an~ deliver them to the SIMULlNK 
environment. The components must be arranged and connected in the fo llowing manner 
input plug, AID converter, D/A converter and output plug. The connections are made by 
starting on the edge of the input connection, "clicking" and ""holding" the left button on 
the mouse, dragging the line to the AID converter ehannt:! one (the uppermost one) and 
releasing the button. This completes the connection between the input plug and the AID 
converter. The rest of the connections are similarly made. Having made the proper 
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connections, the user may then enter the simulation pulI down menu and "click" 
parameters. At this point, the start and stop limes, minimum and maximum step size and 
return variable may be adjusted as needed. For example, n:asonablc values for stan and 
stop times, minimum and maximum step size and return variable are D.O. 1,0.00 I and 
1.0, time, respect ively. The uscr must next save this file as a m-flk by "clicking" save as 
in the file pull dov.n menu in the SIMULH\,1K window. In recalling the file for future 
work, all one has to do is type the filt: name minus the suffix at the MATLAD prompt in 
the MATlAR command window. 
To activate the dSPACE card and generate the C Code model, the user must 
"click" Generate and Build Real-Time in the Code pull down menu. An active real-time 
interface window will appear which will tum to an inactive status after compilation is 
completed. After compilation, the user must close this window. The digi tal signal 
processor (OSP) has started 
In the dSP ACE tools icon, the user should '"double click" trace 3 J. Tb is provides 
access to the trace ,",indow environment where signal tracing takes plm:e. In the trace 
window environment, the file pull down menu is entered to ensure that the proper map 
file is being used in the trace window. The file name shonld be the same as the file name 
used in the SIMULINK environment except the suffix is " .trc·' vice ".m". Once the 
proper file is selected, the user must return to the trace window and select the signals 
desired to be traced and the interval desired. The user should then '"click" the slarl button 
and the tracing wmmences. Upon entering the plot pull down menu, the user must 
"click" on Irace plots to view the real-time plot~ Signals can be viewed externally on the 
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oscilloscope window and on the trace window. To return to the trace window, the trace 
pull down menu is entered and the user "clicks" on control panel. To c1use the trace 
window, the file pull duwn meOlI is entered and the user "clicks" on close. 
If the MATLAB command window is closed, then the SIMULINK environment 
window will close also. To stop the DSP, the user must "click" on the DOS prompt icon 
in the main menu icon then type Id3J at the DOS prompt. Finally, the user must type q to 
quit 
2. P..-ccautions 
Two precautions are necessary before beginning work with the dSPACE. The 
first is to ensure strict adherence to proper grounding procedures. Circulating grounds 
may cause damage to the dSPACE card. Generally, the circuit board is referenced to 
gruund and that ground is connected to all other grounds. This ensures that there is only 
one ground. The second precaution is voltage and current isolation. High voltage 
conditions (> 10 volts) may cause damage to the dSPACE card. All signals coming into 
the dSPACE card should be voltage limited . figure 8.1 illustrates such a voltage limiter. 
Signals emitting from the dSPACE card should be configured like Figure &.2 in order to 
prevent a reverse current situation. The cheaper op amp will he sacrificed instead of the 
expensive dSPACE card 
G. CONCLUSION 
The dSPACE hardware and software tools offer a real-time interface between a 
personal computer and external machine configurations. Through the coordination of 
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st:vt:ra l languages and tht: dSPACE card, dSPAC[ provides a diflcrent ~pproach in the 
monitoring and controlling of signals in various controller schemes. 









i\ slip energy recovery system (SERS) offers an alternative approach for 
induction machine speed controL For a narrow range of speed control, the SERS is more 
efficient than an equivalent variabk rotor resistance scheme, and the power electronics 
arc significantly less expensive than an equivalent stator voltage control scheme As 
such, this dr ive is popularly used in a multitude of fan and pump applications. 
Considering the push toward using more electric components in naval combatant ship~, 
the variable speed capabilities of the SERS may make it an attractive alternative to 
present-day fixed-speed drives. It may be found that operating certain loads at variable 
speeds may enhance the performance of the equipment or improve the effic iency. 
The work reponed on in this thesis has sought to validate the operation and 
control of a 1/4 horsepower SERS. The basic theory underlying the SFRS as well as a 
steady-state analysis has heen presented as a means of verifying the hardware operation. 
Several preliminary eunfigurations were oonsidered to both investigate the hardware 
limitations and tu assl:ss a haseline drive that could then he used for funher study. In 
determining the baseline configuration, it wa~ found that the lucation of the transformer 
significantly impacted the performance of the drive. (n order to obtain a wide range of 
speed values, it was decided to situate the transformer between the rotor and the diude 
bridgl: . 
Upon develuping the hardware implementation ofthe baseline SERS, detailed 
studies of signal wavefomls, power flow, and I:fficiency were performed. In addition, a 
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correlation was made between the theoretical analysis and the collected data. Thc power 
flow was found to reflect the analysis trends well. The analysis of the link voltages and 
thl;.": rotor speed were also found to closely match the theory as long as the resistance of 
the inductor was taken into account. The gains in efficiency were not as apparent, as 
most ofthe case studies were perfomled with less than half full-load torque 
An analog and a computer-based fee dback control system were next developed 
and implementcd. The analog design required installing an optical encoder, interfacing 
the output ofthc cncoder to a frequency-to-voltage conversion chip, and then processing 
both the speed command and spced feedback signals through a proportional controller 
implemented with sevcral op amps . The purpose behind generating an analog controller 
was to acquire a rel iable scheme before extending the concept to a more critical 
microprocessor system 
A significant effort \\fHS next placed into converting thl;.": llilalog design into an 
equivalent microprocessor design. The dSP ACE development package in the Power 
Systems I.ahoratory consists of a set of hardware llild software tools which facilitate thc 
largely graphical design of digital inkrfacc systems. This thesis has clearly documented 
how to install the necessary software llild the dSPACE board, how to correctly import llild 
export signals to and from the board, how to construct simple control systl;.":ms in 
SIMULINK, how to automatically gcncrate C code and start the microprocessor running, 
and how to monitor all-screen the variation of selected variables It is hoped thal the 
extensive documentation will aid in fu turc dSPACE endeavors. 
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Roth controllers were found to perfonn adequately though additional research into 
more advanced control stmcturcs may yield improvements. Examples may include PI-
speed controllers or a controller which attempts to also regulate the de link cl.UTcnt. 
The SERS research documented in this thesis has gone inlo considerable detai l, 
however, many avenues for continued research exist. In particular, the digital modeling 
and reduced-order modeling oflhc SERS would be facilitated by the data and waveforms 
presented here. Also, further control developmenl would be aided by the infommtion 
presented on the analog and dSPACE controllers. Finally, a critical assessment orthc 
location of the transformer based on power factor and efficiency criteria can he perfonncd 
in order to optimi7.e its location. 
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APPENmx. 1/0 CONXECTORffERMINAL PINOUT 
Si ,I nch T i a 
ADC I I 
Analo ' round , 
, 
I Allalo} Ground 23 
Analo G und 24 
'4 4 
, uud , 
lOP 7 9 
I 8 10 
lOPS 9 II 
I 7 10 12 
IOP9 II 
I PII 12 4 
IOPl3 14 13 15 
IOPIS J6 14 
)j ital rowld 7 
DA 43 
" Di ound '6 19 
DAC2 44 
j'italGr u d 60 21 
DAC3 4 22 
. ita un' 47 3 DAC4 46 24 
. 02 J6 25 
Phi02 7 
Indt;:x 2 7 
i 2 
IPhiO 2 
ndex 2 '0 
10 28 


















Y'u Iv 6J 47 
y, 62 48 
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